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Greater Portland's news and arts weekly

SEPT. 28, 1989

FREE

"If you go out with a doubt on your mind, you got the possibilities against you," says Robert Clark. "I stUI got things to live for."

The mentally

COVER STORY by Greg Kesich
PHOTOS by Tonee Harbert

handicapped are

Alvina McLean likes to window-shop.
Steven Daniels prefers to watch the soaps.
Robert Clark passes the time by talking on
the telephone. When they are not relaxing,
they go to work to pay the rent.
Two decades ago, these three adults
would have been forced to spend their lives
in the grim wards of state hospitals. Today
they are among the three dozen or so Portland residents with mental retardation and
developmental disabilities who are living
on their own.
Since 1978 there has been a revolution
in the kind of care that the State of Maine
provides for the mentally handicapped.

learning to live

Instead of locking people away in institutions, there has been an effort to place
people in community residences and to
provide them with the skills to be as independent and productive as they want to be.
For some, this de-institutionalization
has been disastrous. They walk the streets
of Portland every day, lost and confused
amidst Portland's growing homeless population.
But for another 300 Portlanders community placement means their own rooms
in group homes, where they can live in a
family-like setting. And about 35 of those
have'stepped out entirely - and are living on
their own.
CONTINUED on page 6
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Sterling Silver or
Gold filled Flower
Earrings with
Freshwater Pearls,
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d. cole
jewelers
10 Exchange St.
Portland
772-5119
Hrs: Mon-Sat 10-6,
Sun 12-5, Thur. 10-8

These
boots are
made for
walkin' .
Nobody will walk
all over you if you
wear this sterling
silver pin created
by Kit Carson.
Ask Cowboy Todd
to rustle up the
entire range of
Carson pin, bola
and earring
designs.
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Lobstermen crawl to market
Casco Bay lobstermen hauled aboard a public
relations man to help them land lobsters on the
floor of the Portland Fish Exchange, where they
believe they'll get more cash for their crustaceans.
Fresh lobsters on the cold cement floor of Portland's financially-troubled fish auction could pull
that public project out of the red. But the proposal
left local lobster dealers boiling mad.
"We can't compete against subsidies," said
David Lewis, assistant manager at Coastal Fisheries in Portland, referring to the city-funded fish
auction. "The Fish Exchange put most of the fish
companies out of business and it will succeed in
doing it to the lobster companies."
That threat brought no sympathy from the 25lobstermen who hired consultant Alan Caron and
launched the Maine Lobster Marketing Group on
Sept. 21 . They said that the idea surfaced last
August during a six-day strike against the dealers.
"We learned during the summer tie-up that
something in the lobster selling network was
seriously wrong," said lobsterman Greg Griffin.
"While we were being paid at a record low level,
the consumer was still paying the going rate. Both

sides -Iobstermen and consumers - were being
squeezed by the middlemen."
Those middlemen disagree. "Nobody is taking
a large cut," said Lewis. "We are in a commodity
business. Supply and demand dictate pricing.
Demand has been way down lately." Lewis attributed the decrease in demand to several factors, including last summer's light tourist trade.
He said that dealers and lobstermen have been at
odds since the strike, and that the new group was
created to manipulate media attention. "They are
playing on public sympathies in an attempt to get
more money for themsel ves," he said.
The then-floundering Fish Exchange proposed
landing lobsterslastsummerin an attempt to help
keep the auction afloat. That move was killed by
vigorous opposition from the dealers.
The board of directors of the Fish Exchange
heard limited public comment on the proposal
Sept. 26 and will hear more at their October 24
meeting, at which a decision may be made.
The Fish Exchange, overseen by the newlycreated Fish Pier Authority, was opened in 1986
to help the ailing fish industry.
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Find the best values
around on Quality Exterior
Benjamin Moore Paints & Stains!

Moorgard Latex La-lustre
Moorglo Latex Soft-Gloss
Latex Exterior Primer
Moores High Gloss
Enamelized Oil Base
Pentaflex Flat Oil Base
Eggshell Oil Base
Semi-Transparent Stain
& Wood Preservative
Solid Color Stain

REG.
$22.50
$24.20
$23.80
$26.40
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$19.36
$19.04
$21.12

$23.25
$25.20
$19.20
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$16.50
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Strikers and supporters picketed NYNEX on Forest Avenue Sept. 20.

CBW{fcma H...but

Phone workers still on the line
A hard rain fell on the more than 100 striker-s
and supporters who picketedNYNEX on Sept. 20.
Their chants of "Scabs out, union in" were heard
inside the NYNEX building on Forest A venue by
retired phone company managers who have been
lured back to work with hourly wages of up to
$27, their own pensions and coverage not dampened by the picket line.
1l\ose pensions and benefits are something
that David Paul, president of Local 2327 of the
International Brother-hood of Electrical Workers,
has worked hard to negotiate in his 22 years with
the phone company. Paul is irked by the 20 or so
retirees and the 30 NYNEX workers who are
"scabbing" instead of challenging management.
More than 1,5SO Mainers and NYNEX workersacross the countryare strikingbecauseNYNEX,
a national company which encompasses New
England Bell and NeW York =l'elephone, wants to
stop footing the rising cost of health insurance for
its employees. Paul said that NYNEX will be
expecting workers to kick in about $10 dollars a
week for their insurance and that .uther-e are projections that it could be up to $40 dollars a week by
the end of the third year." Fifteen years ago his
union gave up flexibility and made wage conces-

sions in order to get the full coverage.
Paul said that local management isn't making
the call about the health benefits. 'There's a lot of
sympathy with the management in there," said
Paul, adding "There's about half a dozen guys in
NewYorkdecidingourfateatthecorporatetable...
I don't think there's anybody in Maine that has
anything to say about it." Nonetheless, Paul said,
"You've got to hold a picket line. You've got to
show you're solidarity."
Paul and fellow union members have picketed
the NYNEX building on Forest A venue since the
strike began on August 6. On Sept. 20 they were
joined by local supporters and Jobs With Justice,
a national group concerned with workers' rights.
Besides striking, strikers are calling directory
assistance at peak hours to cross wiresatNYNEX.
The calls are taking their toll, Paul said, estimating that the company is between 4,000 and 5,000
orders behind for hook-up service in Portland.
Unlike NYNEX strikers in Massachusets and
New York, Maine strikers have been denied
unemployment insurance from the state. But the
workers are trying to reverse that denial and will
be heard Sept. 30.

537 Shore Road • Cape Elizabeth· 767-2803
Mon. 9:30-5 • Tues.-Fri. 9:30-8 • Sat. 9-6
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Dogman still at bay
David "The Dogman" Koplow's next move will be determined
in Cumberland County Superior Court on Sept. 29. when Judge
Stephen Perkins, who issued the order used to impound the dogs
on Aug. 31, will opine again. City Attorney David Lourie predicted the dogs will be taken again but this time will end up with
the Animal Refuge League, which can provide better care and
exercise than the city pound. Lourie said the dogs won't be killed.
Lourie, who accused the media of carting Koplow around and
helping to create confrontations, said, "I realize this is an emotional issue, but I wish the press would stop beatingadead horse."

Nevada to take Maine nuke waste

cash 'n carry

•

South Portland voters might lift the spending cap they put in
place last year when they vote on a measure that repeals it. Nancy
Lombardelli, who helped to get the issue back on the ballot this
year, said many people who voted for the cap last year will vote
against it this year. "People like the services and education here
and they don't want to see them decline," she said. Last year 55
percent of Sou th Portland voters wanted the spending cap while
45 percent were against it. Lombardelli is confidentthat the voters
will change their tune this year when they vote on Nov. 7.

Portland Planning Director Joseph Gray, who supervises inspections in Portland buildings, was nabbed by one of his own
inspectors for having a broken stair and asbestos in the basement
of an apartment building he owns at 31 Sherman St. The i~spector,
Joseph Torres, cited the violation in August and then resIgned on
Sept. 22.
Gray said that the citation and resignation are unrelated, that
Torres had worked for him only six months and that the building
was checked as part of a sweep of inspections throughout the
Parkside area. Gray, who has owned the Sherman Street building
for 10 years, said that he already has repaired the broken stair and
is seeking a firm to remove the asbestos.
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South Portland tax cap on ballot
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TIME TO FINISH UP OUTDOORS!
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THE WEEK IN BRIEF:

Inspector cites boss, resigns

only

Natural
Foods
Market

A state adviSOry panel has approved a $1 million deal to ship
Maine's radioactive waste to a Nevada facility, but Maine may
have to come up with an in-state solution for the stuff when that
facility shuts down in 1992. Robert Moldaver, executive director
of the Maine Nuclear Referendum Committee, said that "99.8
percent" of Maine radioactive waste - about 4,000 cubic feet comes from Maine Yankee. Moldaver said that this "short term
contract is a stop-gap measure which gets nobody closer to a safe
system of disposing waste. It's another way that Maine Yankee is
able to sweep the problem of radioacti ve waste disposal under the
rug." Maine voters will voice where they stand on that rug on
November 7, when they check a box on the ballot that asks if they
approve of the contract.

LVe
Students •••
Check out Portland's finest & receive

ONE FREE MOVIE RENTAL
with this ad and valid college I.D.
Expires 10·5·89. Umit one per person.

773-1999

OWN YOUR
OWN HOME
FOR ONLY

$15

PERDAY**
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lightship Nantucket pushes off
The Lightship Nantucket will return to Nantucket after its twoyear stay in Portland. Portland preservationists adopted the 53year-old boat in 1987 and, according to Paul Carter, executive
director of Nantucket Lightship Preservation, Inc., have sunk
more than $1 million and 1,OOO volunteerhoursinto the vessel. But
the ship was taken under the condition that Nantucket Islanders
could reclaim it at any time. On Aug. 30 they did. Phineas
Sprague, Jr., president of Lightship Nantucket, Inc., expressed
"deep dissatisfaction" that the lightship was being taken away
and said that his group is "pursuing other historically significant
vessels" to take under its wing.

----------- "

FREE HOME PLANNING KIT'
The full story of Showcase. Over 20 pages
of homes, options, prices &buying tips.
• 6 models. financing
• full contracting. building lots

Five mode~ to choose from
Homes a\ low a\ $39,950
Financing available
Full ContJaiing Seriire
Over 1,(0) Loll available
or build on your land.

CONTINUOUS OPEN HOUSE
M· F II am-7 pm • 9 am-5 pm • Sun. 12-5 pm
Naples: Rte. 302, E. of Rte. 35. Across
from Mardon Marina. (207) 693-6996
Turner: Turner Plaza, Rte. 4 (207) 225-3234

Showcase is your Custom Home Specialist. Unlimited capabilities·
from the incredible value of Premier to 3000 sq. ft. luxury homes.

WEIRD NEWS:
orDeloresMcNeill, 24, slept soundly through a two-hourquestioning of potential jurors to pick a 12-person jury. She awoke to
found herself in the custody of a deputy U.S. marshal for contempt
of court. She was sentenced to five days in jail.
or A woman juror in her forties bared her breasts to her fellow
jurors after leaving the jurors' restroom during a break in a trial.
The defendant in the trial was accused of operating a house where
prostitutes took their clients. "Well, she's uninhibited," defendant
Dennis Sobin commented after hearing about the incident. "I
wanted somebody on the jury who's uninhibited." The juror was
dismissed.
Roland Swut/AlterNet

Visit us today. 1-800-344-6552
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CRUISE THE STEAMBOAT
ROUTES ABOARD LONGFELLOW II

Lace
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• t"c@!!lIe and Amaryllis

Warn· to 11:30

Lobster Fisheries and Island History Cruise
Adults $8.50 Seniors $7.50 Children $6.50
·September & October this cruise also departs at 8:30
12:05 to 12:55

Some things
never go out
of style.

by ranee Harbert

Lunchtime Harbor Cruise
All seats $3.50
1:30 to 3:00

caw:

Lighthouse and Shipwreck Cruise
Adults $8.50 Seniors $7.50 Children $6.50
3:30 to 5:00

CASCO BAY WEEKLY
september 28,1989

Naturalist Cruise

Volume 2, Number 39

Feed Gulls/ Watch Seals/
Breathtaking foliage in the autumn.
Adults $8.50 Seniors $7.50 Children $6.50
5:30 to 7:00

PUIUSHER Gary Santaniello
EDITOR Monte Paulsen

Portland Headlight Cruise
Featuring seafaringfolk music
All Seats $8.50
7:30 to 10:00
Sunset & Harborllght Cruise
Sat. Sept. 30

ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT
Ann Suomer
NEWS & UPDATES
Andy Newman

PHOIOGUPHS

Bellamy .Jazz
Band

Tonee Harbert

IUUSTUnONS
Toki Oshima

All seats $12.50

PRODUCnON MANAGER
Elissa Conger

DESIGN
Truth Hawk

CIRcuunON MANAGER
Diane DesMarais

CIRCUUnON
Jim England, Winn Orr
Elke Rosenberg, PATrisha

DISPUY ADYERnSING

On«: Long Wharf· Portland· 774-3578

Annie Lewis, Holly Lynn

Breeze in for a growing
Selection of Lingerie
Open 7 day. a week. 773-7784
345 Fore St. Portland, ME. 51 Ceres St. Por18mouth, NH

CWSIFIED ADVERTISING
Mark Kelleher

Clubs Come and
Clubs Go...

CONlIllUl015 Lynda Barry,
KRtlry Caron, Brenda Chandler,
Barbara Hill, Hannah Holmes,
Sherry Miller,Kelly Nelson,
Mike Quinn, Don Rubin,
Morgan Shepard,
Thomas A. Verde

In Concert + Saturday, Sept. 30

CASCO lAY WEEKLY

CBW{foneeHarbert

A conversation with

Tommy Makem
One Show + 9 pm + TIckets $1 0

Wake up Portland! This is a don't miss show!

Matthew Harmon
Matthew Harmon went to the
Cumberland Fair to race his pig. Out of
four pigs, his placed fourth. But It will be
a while before there's any bacon In
Cumberland, where Matt and his pig live.
What does It say on your jacket?
Swiners. That's the club I'm in.

What's your pig's name?

house. This year r have three hogs. One's a
racing pig. one's a show pig. and one's a market
hog.

How do you raise a pig?
First of all you have to know what you're
doing. You have to go to the grain store and buy
pig pellets. If you have two big hogs, they'll go
through about a hundred pounds of grain a
week.

Rocky. He's a racing pig.

Do pigs like mud?
How did the race go tonight?
Not very well. He's not used to this place.
He's really fast, but now he just doesn't want to
do it. He's curious about the area with all these
people around.

Is this your first pig?

Yeah. They'll roll in the mud out back all day.
This summer when it was really hot out and
dry, Rocky would tip over his water dish and sit
in the mud. So I'd have to keep refilling his dish.

Well sort of, we raise a lot of pigs at our

ADDDlONlL COPIES of the
current isSW! and/or some back
issues may be purc!wsed for
$1 each at the Casco Bay
Weekly office. Domestic
subscriptions are mailed
3rd class and are $36/year,
payable in advance.
MOGUL MEDIA. INC.
publishes Casco Bay Weekly.
Entire contents e 1989 by
MogulMedia,Inc.

CASCO lAY WEEKLY
111 CURK SDEEI
PORIUND, ME 04102

7756601

Will Rocky be slaughtered?
Yeah, in about six, seven months.

No, I've had, let's see ... four, five, six, sevenI've had seven hogs.
Do you live on a farm?

is an instrument of community
understanding. Every
Thursday, Casco Bay Weekly
distributes 20,000 papers free of
charge -limited to one copy per
reader. No person 1IIIlY take
more than one of each issue
witlwut the permission of
Casco Bay Weekly.

Tonee Harbert Iws never raced pigs, but he races hams in
shopping carts down the aisles at the grocery store.

Casco Bay Weekly is a
member of the Association of
Alternative Newsweeklies

We at Tennis of Maine hope you look closely in choosing
your health club. 21 years of tennis tradition, 7 }'ea",.as
the area's fitness leaders and the most popular aerobIC

iiif;J_:I'p,...ro~gram doesn't ju.s.th.a.ppe.n• . ___'!!~~!!!!

$15 Sells
Your Item!
We guarantee that you will
sell your item when you
place an ad in our
Classifieds for three straight
weeks. If the item isn't sold,
we will run your ad until
it is sold - for free!
The CBW Guarantee applies
only to the WHEELS and
FOR SALE categories.
To continue your ad, you must
notify us by Monday noon of
the fourth week. Missing this
deadline voids the guarantee.
r.f1;{;.-'7\' Ads are limited to 30 words.
No refunds. This guarantee
is not applicable to businesses
which derive regular income
from the sa:e of items
in these categories.
To place your ad,
use our convenient form
on page 17 or contact Mark Kelleher
at 775-6601.

,-",''lII'"'

Maine's

Top Fitness Facility

• Cardiovascular
· Nautilus
Center
• Tennis
• Nursery
• Lounge
• Kidsport Center • Aerobics

Not Just Your Ordinary lounge
• Tanning
· Squash
• Massage

• Functions

· Dietician
• Personal Trainers
• Restaurant
· More Planned

Area's

196 u.s. Route 1 . Falmouth ME 04105'781·2671

SWITCHING TO COMPACT DISC?
Sound Alternatives, Portland's newest music store
wants to make the switch easier. We'll pay you $ for
those old albums and tapes and offer you a great
selection of low riced CDs.
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Steven Daniels: "I know It's a risk to live alone, but to me It's life."

ON

THEIR
OWN
CONTINUED from page one
Steven Daniels, Alvina McLean and Robert Clark
are just three of the more than 35 mentally handicapped Portlanders who are living on their own. They
maintain their own homes according to their own
standards. They hold down regular jobs. They have
worked hard so that they can live normal lives.

Steven Daniels
Steven Daniels lives in a fourth floor apartment
overlooking Levinsky's plaza. He is a thoughtful 41year-old man who's New York Yankees cap covers the
scar from a childhood operation for meningitis, when
part of his skull was removed.
He sleeps on a mattress on the floor but says he'll be
getting a bed soon. His living room is furnished with a
stereo and cable 1V. "I watch a lot of 1V," he says, "I
watch 'Days of Our Lives' every day." A rack of six
well-smoked pipes and an automatic drip coffee maker
round out his possessions. .
"I have epilepsy and I get convulsions," he says
matter of factly. But, he adds, "I want to live on my
own,"
Steven's case is an example of what some social
workers caU the "dignity of risk." Because he suffers
from grand mal seizures, a lot of people would feel
more comfortable if he lived with roommates. But he
was determined to take his own place, and he understands the risk.
"I can go for two to three months without having
any convulsions. I know it is a risk to live alone, but to
me it's life; we .all have so!pE!thing. (They) didn't want
me to live alone, but I'm not a kid anymore. I want to
do this."
Steven works five days a week as a janitor at a

Alvina Mclean: "I feel very proud and happy about my life."

through a lot," she says.
Burger King. He has been there more than a year.
"That's longer than most I suppose. It's a job. They like
"I woke up and I was in my room. There was a
knife in me. I hollered but nobody heard me. I pulled
me. I like the work." He learned his work skills in a
the knife out. When 1 woke up I had nothing on.
Goodwill sheltered workshop program. There handi(Somebody) called the police and the ambulance and
capped people and others do light industrial piece
do you know what? If 1 didn't get to the hospital in 15
work and packaging. "They teach you how to put
together boxes. I was the fastest one, just about. 1 made minutes I would be dead.
"I was in the hospital through Christmas. When
$63-$73 a week."
His first community job placement was not success- they told me I was paralyzed from the waist down, 1
almost threw my food at them. I don't think it's fair for
ful. "I worked at the Sheraton for a couple of weeks.
anyone to end up in a chair."
They had me folding hand towels and sheets. It didn't
Alvina has adjusted to her
last long because I didn't
life in the cbair. She had a
have the coordination that
ramp built outside of her
you need, and I wasn't fast
Munjoy Hill apartment, the
enough."
same place where she was
Like many people, Steven
attacked, and she gets
finds making money easier
around in an electric wheel
than managing it. "One
chair. She has a job she likes
thing you never have to do
working at the print shop at
in a group home is take care
Maine Medical Center, and
of your money," he says.
she has an active social life.
"(So) every Wednesday I go
Strangely, in spite of all
over to MRDC (Maine Reshe's been through, Alvina's
source Development Corpotime in her apartment in
ration, the major independPortland has been the most
ent living support program
stable of her life. From the
in the region) and work out
time of her birth to an
a budget for the week."
/I
alcoholic mother 29 years
Steven lived with his
ago until she moved to
parents until they passed
Portland when she was 23,
away. After a short time
Alvina lived in 13 different
with his brother he entered
Steven Daniels
foster homes. Her desire for
the group home system, and
a better life is what keeps her
then got an apartment with
living alone: "Every foster home I've been in - I hope I
roommates two years ago. When their landlord told
never live like that again."
them they had to move - Steven thinks the landlord
Alvina went to school at the Augusta Vocational
wanted to get rid of him because he was afraid of
Regional
Center, where she learned both living and
Steven's seizures - Steven moved into his own apartwork-related
skills. When she graduated she moved to
ment.
a
group
home
in Portland.
"When I moved in," says Steven, "my brother was
"My
social
worker
helped me to move to Portland. I
driving me over. He said 'Steven, you're on your own
couldn't
live
in
Augusta
for the rest of my life. My
now:
me
to
move,
to move on. I wanted
social
worker
told
"That made me feel real good."
to learn new things, get to know new people. I lived in
a group home on High Street, but I didn't like it. There
Alvina McLean
were a lot of people, no privacy. They were all right,
but I didn't like it, so I left and moved (into my own
Alvina Mclean has paid a heavy price for living on
apartment) in '82:'
her own.
The walls of Alvina's apartment are covered with
Five years ago Alvina was introduced to a man who
her art projects. There are many Polaroids on the wall
also was mentally handicapped. They were in her
along with drawings and framed needlepoint pictures.
apartment when she was brutally attacked. The attack
She often talks about her need to be creative: "I like to
left her paralyzed for the waist down. "I've been

"My brother said,
'Steven, you're

on your own now. '
That made me

feel real good.

take pictures. I want to take pictures and try to come
up with something like a collage. There are so many
things I have to learn. I am going to buy myself a tape
player and talk about my life, then write it down and
have a little tablet."
Alvina's speech is punctuated with laughter, and a
pretty smile. Her optimistic attitude and not her
disability makes the strongest impreSSion.
"I will tell you one thing - I'm not giving up until I
learn how to walk again. They are coming up with
new scientific things all the time," she says about her
future. And about the present, '1 feel great about my
life. I feel very proud and happy about my life."

Robert Clark
Robert Clark wasn't born handicapped. But only a
few years ago it seemed as if this 31-year-old man
would never again live on his own.
"I had an accident in '84. A guy kicked me in the
head in a bar. I was in a coma for six weeks. The injury
cost me my marriage, my job."
In 1985 Robert was accepted into Goodwill's head
injury program, and moved into a group home on
Newton Street. '1 had learned how to walk again, how
to talk again. I had to learn like a newborn baby. I
(also) learned budgeting (and) how to deal with stress,
frustration."
Robert works in the Maine Center for the Blind
sheltered workshop. He operates a sewing machine,
sewing hooks on the webbing strips that go inside
army helmets. He can do 200 a day, and is paid by the
piece.
"From my new apartment I'll walk to work. I got a
tape player that tells me my route so I don't get lost."
Robert pulled out a small cassette deck and pressed
the play button. A voice said, "Number 17: at the
yellow stair railing walking down steps. Number 18:
walk down the walkway to Maine Center for the Blind
building ... "
"I went to the Goodwill store and I got a couch. My
mother got me a bureau at a lawn sale. 1 got a coffee
pot - I have to have my coffee. I had some silverware
donated and I got a big chest freezer.
"What does it mean to have my own apartment? It
means that the only person I have to depend on is
myself, to see if I can do it. I think I can. It will be a lot
of work, but it will be worth it. "

Greg Kesich is /I free/sma writ6 with /I bllCkground in comrrzunity
org.mizing and social work.

CBW photosrronee Harbert

The Pineland Consent Decree:

A landmark case that created
the opportunity for change
Many programs that provide support for handicapped people living in the community are a result
of the Pineland Consent Decree, a 1978 settlement
of a federal class action suit. The Pineland decree
created standards for non-institutional resident
programs.
Before the decree, the options available to
mentally retarded adults were meager. They could
stay at home with their families, if their family was
prepared to care for them for their entire lives. Or,
if they could afford it, they could be placed in a
boarding home, where, along with other retarded
people, they could do nothing. But for about 500
people the only option available was institutionalization at the state's primary facility for the retarded, the Pineland Center in Pownal.
In the early 70s, the conditions at Pineland were
appalling. The facility was overcrowded and failed
to meet fire safety standards. Showers were administered by a worker with a hose and the
clothing provided was old and ill-fitting. Patients
were not allowed to keep any personal possessions.
The hallways reeked Qf urine and feces.
Very little attention was paid to the treatment of
patients aside from prOviding them with food and
protection from the elements. Physical restraints
and medication were common ways of dealing
with problem behavior. The patients' days were
spent locked in wards with no programs that
might help them leave the facility and lead a more
normal life. Professionals call this "dead time."
In 1975, a class action suit was filed in federal
court charging that the 500 residents at the Pineland Center were being denied proper care and
treatment. The legal wrangling that followed
resulted in the Pineland Consent Decree, an out-of-

court settlement three years later.
The decree called for immediate changes in the
conditions in Pineland, and, more importantly,
made moving people out of the institution and into
smaller and less restrictive programs a goal. The
Pineland decree stated that "Community placement will offer the individual a better opportunity
for personal development, and a more suitable
living environment, and will result in the placement in the least restrictive alternative appropriate
to the resident."
Today there are several types of community
placements available. They differ according to the
needs of the residents, the amount of staff supervision and the level of staff training, but they all
provide the opportunity for handicapped people to
live in their own room with their own things, and
to eat family-style meals with a small group or in
their own homes.
Years after the consent decree there are still 260
people who live in the Pineland Center. There are
around 370 people in community residential
programs in the Portland area, of which 35 are
independent living programs. All of these people,
plus others who are not in residential programs,
are taking part in day programs ranging from
classes in basic living skills to unsupervised job
placement in the community. A dozen years ago, it
is probable that most of these people would have
required institutionalized care.
Pine Tree Legal Assistance, Inc., which represented the class in the Pineland case, has now filed
a suit on behalf of the patients at the Augusta
Mental Health Institute, where similar problems
still exist.
Greg Kesich
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SHOP

Pilla and Steak Sandwiches

"The Old Port's Newest And Most
Unique Gift Shop·
• New England Pottery
• Afghans and Rugs
• \It. Homespun Table linens
• Annalee Dolls
• Carousel Horses
• Dickens & Snow Villages
• Christmas Ornaments
• Prints and Posters
• Sowenirs
• Fudge

772-3932
Our jewelry is already half the cost of retail
But now all Gold and Diamonds are 25%
• Stereos • lVs • Musical Instruments .
. Tools· Antiques • Guns • VCRs
Rifles & Hand Guns On Sale 10 - 30% OFF
Buy early for hunting season.

om

33 INDIA ST.
PORTIAND

773-3530

Free parking. VISA • MASTERCARD • AMERICAN EXPRESS

Ponland
Store p
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by Morgan Shepard

Mad Horse "Squats" on Forest Avenue

While
they
la.t!

ONLY anasoruc 19 Color lVs, like New, $195.
4 STORES TO SERVE YOU

across from Chandler's Wharf

uWe buy anything worth buying"

Open Daily

BUY • SELL • TRAD E
Discover the
Other Side of Healing
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Dr. Priscilla Oby
is pleased to announce
the opening of her new
office at:

146 Ocean St., South Portland

Tel. 799-SAVE
Used & OUI-of-Prinl Books
We buy books, 100.
Tue. to Fri. 11-5, Sat. 12-4
Other limes by chance ...

323 Marginal Way
Portland, Me.

RECE'0-Y ~QUIRED

PHOTOGKAPHYBOOKS

Closed Sat., Sept. 30

'* .11:"" ,".",.

an unportant work to be studied by any evolving person."
IIIiIIII ""., Illy, ",.".. MItII

For All Ye Mighty
WInd Related Needs

...and much more!
top in for a ew minutes, or
browse for hours. Enjoy!

s

"T~m and Jerry have introduced us to the world of intent. It's

r-----SH(J}PE

Ansel Adams
Annie Leibovitz
Paul Caponigro
Robert Mapplethorpe
Garry Winogrand
Jerome Liebling
Joel Meyerowitz
Eliot Porter

I

.. I have referred selected patients to Tom Graham and Jerry
Sanders for approximately one year. For those who are interested in maximi%i~ t.heir healing potential and who are open
to new ways ofthmkmg, I definitely recommend their work ."
/P. CirllIIItI..,., W,., tr
.. Tom a~ !erry's healer seminar taps the essence of the
healer wuhln. The resuhs are extraordinary both personaUy
and professionaUy."

+ STUNTERS + DELTAS
+ DIAMONDS + PARAFOILS
+AND MORE!

Dr. Oby would li~e to open her office to all family
members for theIr general health care including:

• Complete Physicals • Gynecologic Exams
• Osteopathic Manipulation • Well-Child Care
• Individual Counseling
Oflice Hours: Mon-Fri 8 AM- 5PM
Addition<ll hours: Wed. 6-Spm by appointment
For <In appointment, plell~e call

D'

.

773-2109.

JrCCUons: Exit 7 (Franklin 51.) oIT295 - Ample free parking.

Oct 14 Aft, !lethelInn, Private Party
Oct 18 Raoul's Dance Party
Oct 21 !lethelInn
Eve. Party Marriot
Oct 29 Halloween Party, Private
Oct 31 Eastern Slope Inn
Halloween Party No. Conway
Every Wednesday Night is Ladies Night at Raoul's
with the Red light Revue - Ladies Admitted Free!
Now booking weddlng.'l and corporate parties for fhlI &: winter.

Specializing in Weddings, Co rporate & Private Functions and Nightclubs.

CALL 883-2802

LOOKING
FOR

E

TH

Dark
forti'

Mlnu
175
Net",

Mou

Bad
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Friday, September 29th
Saturday, September 30th
Gray's Wharf
Boothbay Harbor

......
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CascoBav

The 'end of denial

498 Congress Street, Portland • 330 Lisbon Street, Lewiston
155 Front Street, Bath. 185 Water Street, Augusta

195 Commercial St.
871-1427

You
Read

Congress Street, ....n.'~_~&....

RUNO'S
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When Artistic Director Michael Rafkin is asked what's going on."
why Mad Horse Theatre doesn't lighten up, he
Portland's geography lends itself to a unique
tells his questioners to "take a look around you." situation for its homeless, according to Rafkin.
Rafkin bluntly says he feels that American
"The relationship of Congress Street to the
society is unraveling. His company's choice of waterfront district and Commercial Street means
plays shows a stuboom commitment to explore the homeless of Portland move around a lot,"
difficult yet essential themes. But while Mad says Rafkin. For instance, someone seen sitting
Horse can drag audiences down into the bleak by the Congress Square clock is later seen down
canyons of society, most productions contain by the Old Port, or under the Million Dollar
small gems of hope. Some of the plays are hilari- Bridge. Or down on Shennan, Mellon and Grant
ous. Still, Mad Horse keeps a sharp eye on what Streets. The shelterless young hustle there. There
the company considers important.
is no place, like the Bowery in New York City,
The play chosen to open Mad Horse's fourth where the homelessgatherina staked-outneighseason is provocative butupliftingin Mad Horse's oorhood, according to Rafkin.
quirky way.
"Where are the poor of Portland?" he says. "I
"We' reopening our new theatre with a world was bicycling near Munjoy Hill the other day.
premiere called 'Squats' by our playwright-in- Every other house seems to be boarded up just
residence, Martin Jones," says Rafkin. "Squats," aoove Kennedy Park. It'sa disaster area. And the
which is street slang for a place to spend the realestateboomcontinueson. Where the hell did
night, explores thedeveverybody go?"
astation of the lives of
Rafkin believes
the homeless in a city
that, while people are
like Portland.
aware of the problem
"It' saoout three kids
intellectually, they still
on the streets. One of
choose to deny it. He
them doesn't make it,"
believes the culture to
says Rafkin, "but two
be one of denial. And
of them do." The charit's thisdenial that Mad
acters, who range in
Horse combats.
age from late teens to
"We do everything
mid-20s, will be played
we can to break down
by company members
the societal denial sysRandy Aromando,
tem that says everyDonald Jellerson, and
thing's fine," Rafkin
Terry Drew.
says. "I don' t think the
Playwright Martin
arts have any business
Jones, who lives in
offering tired models
Brunswick, has written
that don' t work. It
several plays for Mad
baffles me as to what
Horse. Among these is
people think art is
Mad Horse's well
about. Art is aoout the
known "You Can't Get
striving of the human
There From Here."
soul towards the light.
During 1988 and 1989,
It's denial that keeps
Mad Horse Theatre looks at
Jones worked on sevus from dealing with
homelessness In Portland In
that."
eral plays in different
their production "Squats."
locations, New York,
After Squats closes,
Los Angeles, Toronto,
the company will perfonn "Working," adapted by Stephen Schwartz
and Philadelphia.
"In every city," he has written, "homelessness from thebook byStudsTerkel. '1t'sa musical. It's
was becoming a major issue, yet no one knew very up-tempo," Rafkin stresses.
what to do aoout it. And we still don't know. The
Company member Cynthia Barnett will make
jails are full, the shelters are full and woefully her directorial debut with "Morocco" by Alan
inadequate, there are no tax incentives for devel- Havis. "Morocco" explores dark tensions in a
opers to build low income housing."
marriage, and tense Arabi American relations.
Jones decided to write aoout the issue as it
"When You Comin' Back, Red Ryder?" is the
might affect a Northeastern city, one like Port- fourth play -aromp,:loouta drug smuggler who
land.
holds people at a restaurant hostage, '1aying
"In Portland, I saw evidence of dislocation in bare their souls," says Rafkin. The closing proareas that had once been neighborhoods," Jones duction will be Mad Horse's second annual onesays. "Everywhere I turned, there seemed to be act play festival. Mad Horse is soliciting local and
more visible poverty, people with no shelter, and national plays this year.
a growing sense of indifference to this problem."
All productions will takeplacein Mad Horse's
He spent a few late nights on Portland's streets, new home at 955 Forest Avenue. "It's a dream
as well as the streets of other ci ties.
come true," says Rafkin. Although he says he
'1 listened to the conversations, the incoherent was grateful for the use of Danforth Street's
rantings of the schizophrenics," he says. "Some Theatre of Fantasy, the new home lends itself
of the speeches in the play are almost taken more to Mad Horse's type of theatricality.
verbatim from commentary heard in Portland's
'1t's one hundred and thirty seats. Actually,
it's a Greek theatre. This is what I wanted. This is
all-night Dunkin Donuts."
Ratkin says he and Jones talked about per- a place for contemporary rituals."
"Squats" runs from Sept. 28 to Oct. 22. For
fonning the play over a year ago. He says although the piece was not commissioned by Mad more information, contact Mad Horse Theatre at
Horse, it was written for the company .
797-3338.
"The play takes place during Thanksgiving,"
says Rafkin. "You never know what the weather Morgan Shepard hopes that Mumbling Meg's coal will
is going to be like in November. You get a sense keep her warm through another winter.
- almost like the migratory sense inanimals- that
all of the people on the street feel that stirring . It's
getting cold. And it's the cold that motivates
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136 Commercial St.
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773-0046
Fall hours:
Mon.-Sat., 10-5:30,
Sun 1-5

Let our advertisers know.
hank them for supporting ...
Portland's
Powerful Alternative

WARM WEATHER!
COOL TIMES!
During the warm days - cool off
with the smooth taste of Busch
beer. Ever wonder what the record
is in pro football for a passer having
the most passes interce pted in one
game... The record
was set in 1950 when
passer Jim Hardy of
the Cardinals had
eight of his passes
interce pted in one
game. Stock up on
the smooth taste of
Busch beer at a
special price! One o f
the most unusual
nicknames for a team
in sports is the "Dodge rs· ... Do you
have any idea how th:1l nickname
came into being? .. When trolleys
were first introduced in Brooklyn,
people in New York referred to
Brooklynites as "tro lley dodgers" ...
The Brookl yn baseball team then

was given that name ... After a few
years, they shortened it to simply
"Dodgers·. Enjoy the weekend head for the mountains of Busch
beer. Ever wonder what the big
league baseball record is
for a player making the
most

errors

in

one

game?.. . Second-base·
man Andy Leonard of
Boston in the National
League in 1876 set the
all·time record by mak·
ing nine errors in one
game. Beer is a good
pan of the good life Drink responslliIy!
Do you know who was the last
pitche r 10 win 30 or more games in
one season'...Answer is Dizzy Dean,
who won 30 for the Cardinals in
1934 ...Last American leaguer to win
30 in one year was Lefty Grove in
1931 .

All the activities
and events held
in conjunction with
Coastweek '89 in Maine.

horns for the cause of the
Maine Audubon Society at
8:30 p.m. at the State Street
Church in Portland. The band
performs monthly concerts of
New Orleans-style jazz and
donates the proceeds to
various local groups. The
suggested donation is $5.
• Amnesty International
and Raffles Cafe Bookstore
are holding "An Evening to
Celebrate Freedom" as part of
the national banned book
week. The program is a
discussion of censorship,
human rights issues and the
letter writing which Amnesty
International organizes to·
support, defend and encourage expression and freedom
of opinion around the world.
The program begins at 6 p.m.
• There may be no snow
on the slopes yet, but the ski
season kicks off with the
world premiere of Greg
Stump's ''License to Thrill."
The movie features extreme
skiers Scott Schmidt, Glen
Plake, Mike Hattrup, Kim
Reichhelm and Kevin Andrews performing deathdefying ski antics. The movie
shows at 6, 8 and 10 p.m. at
the Portland Performing Arts
Center, 25A Forest Ave.,
Portland. Tickets are $5.
• Do the muses throw or
are the muses throwing? The
Throwing Muses are up from
Boston tonight for one show
at the Tree Cafe, 45 Danforth
St., Portland.
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ill be In town Wednesday.
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"Mr. Take Five" himself, Dave Brubeck,

W

director Buddy Butler for a
panel discussion "South
Africa: The Plight of the Black
Woman and the Role of the
Artist." The discussion will be
moderated by Brenda
Humphrey, the chair of the
• Czechoslovakian pianist Maine Rainbow Coalition,
Eva Virsik performs works by and is being held in conjuncSchumann, Ravel and the
tion with the performance of
turn-of-the-century Russian
"Goree," a musical tale of a
composer Aleksandr
young dancer who realizes
Nikolayvich Scriabin at 7:30
her African identity through
p.rn. in the Walker Art Build- the wisdom of an elderly
ing at Bowdoin College, Brun- spiritual healer. The panel
swick. The concert is free and discussion is at 7:30 p.m.
open to the public, but seating Chase Hall Lounge at Bates
is limited. For more informa- College, Lewiston. It is free
tion, call 725-3275.
and open to the public.
• Members of the Soyikwa "Goree" will be performed
Institute of African Theatre
Friday and Saturday at 8 p.m.
join representatives &om the
in Gannett Theater. AdmisMaine Project on Southern
sion is $5/$3. For reservaAfrica and the Bates theater
tions, call 786-6161.

,
I
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I
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• The show ''Ripening and
Decay" opens this evening at
the Danforth Street Gallery, a
non-profit alternative art
space, at 34 Danforth St.,
Portland. The show includes
paintings and photography by
15 artists and an original
piano composition by Sherwin Day, which he composed
about the works at the exhibit.
An opening reception is being
held from 5 to 9 p.m. and the
exhibit continues through Oct.
13. The gallery hours are
Tuesday through Saturday 11
a.m. to 5 p.m.
• The State Street Traditional Jazz Band take up their

• The 300th anniversary of
the largest battle between
Native Americans and whites
ever fought on Maine soil will
be celebrated at 10 a.m. at the
newly restored battle marker
in Deering Oaks Park in
Portland. State Representative
Herb Adams will give a description of the battle and representatives of Maine's Penobscot and Passamaquoddy
tribes will make a presentation. The ceremony is free and
open to the public.
• Music for folks. The
Washington Squares describe
their socially conscious music
as rock-folk, folk music
played loud, rather than
rock music played soft. The

I

MAD HORSE
THEAffiE
COMPANY

~

SQUATS

The place to hear the
types of
music rarely heard in Portland ...
JAZZ

FOLl(

Mon., Oct. 2,
7&9pm

Sat., Sept. 30
9 pm Sharp

FREDDY
HUBBARD
QUINTET

Voted, I n.zz Tru~ter
in Downbeat Magazine

i

f1,

Presents a world premiere

I
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Tkkets: ZOOTZ "

Anuldeus Music

(Dancing II - ~l

THE WASHINGTON
SQUARES" DARIEN
BRAHMS
NYC, Premier Folk Trio

Wed., Oct. 4th
In KUBZ
ED'S REDEEMING
QUALITIES

BEAT THE RUSH!
REGISTER NOW
for FalllWinter semester at
Portland's Foremost
music instruction facility.

in KUBZ· $3

from
Boston

XANNA
DON'T

Thurs., Fri., Sat. 8:00 pm
Sun. 7:00 pm
For reservations call

Patsy Cline with
a difference

797-3338

31 FOREST AVENUE, PORTLAND . 773-8187

* LEAN
: :** MEAN
PORCINE

All Singing, All Dancing,
All Goncerned '89

.'. * CUISINE
.
li. UNCLE BILLYS .:.'

Saturday, October 14, 8 p.m.
Portland City Hall Auditorium - Tickets S15

~;

.~

,:

Sept. 28 - Oct. 22

[<L porcln(us);L porc- ..,
s. of porcus HOG, PIG+

-inus - ina']

SOU'IlrSIDE1Wt-B-f\1IE
/fJA7.&'1i:zJu..-oui:-~"

.

GUITAR & DRUM

., NeJ\tt.o~GriAnClub-SouthS·IdP. ·~
~ fJ theMilfionDoilar Bridge on (!5t .:
,.
767 -1119
.

633 FOREST AVE.
PORTLAND • 773-3444

.;. /v.eea.-5P'I . 4-tcl0p.m .'"
Beer Cl>"d Wine.. ,d,
&r.-==:o::::::=r.:.......
~~.:.DC.. ="

WORKSHOP

Campus Center. Admission is
$5 for the public, $3 for WAC
members and $1 for students.
For more information, call
780-4551.

An Evening of performance to benefit The AIDS Project.

~~~~~~:;'\

...

Written by Martin Jones
Directed by Michael Rifkin

Coalition for Peace & Justice
in Central America and a
third group of the walker's
choosing. Anyone who wants
to join in the celebration can
register today. For more information on the Portland walk,
call 772-0266. For statewide
information, call 773-1782.
• Earth people gather.
"Healing Time on Earth" is
the title of a lecture being
given by David Bower, first
executive director of the Sierra
Club and the founder of
Friends of the Earth, at 7:30
p.rn. in Kresge Auditorium in
the Visual Arts Center, Bowdoin College, Brunswick. The
talk is free and open to the
public.

• The Maine Outdoor Adventure Club usually plans
trips out of town, but tonight
a group of people will roller
blade from the Western Prom
at 5:30 p.m. For more informa- More cool Jazz: Freddy Hubbard plays Monday.
tion, call 799-2956. For information on other MOAC
ines herself to be. Showtime is
events, call 774-1118.
at 7:30 p.m. Tickets are $6 in
• For couch potatoes with
advance, $7 at the door. Call
minds in the sewer, the season
the Center for Performance
premiere of "Nova" is "BeStudies at 774-2776.
neath New York," a look at
the underworld - the water,
• The Portland Public
power and waste systems - of
Library and the Portland
New York City. "Nova" airs
• Zootz turns off hip house at 8 p .m. on MPBN television. Museum of Art have exhibits
and opens its doors to jazz
of photography on the wall in
fans for two shows by the
celebration of photography's
• The Portland String
world's greatest trumpet
Quartet opens their season
150th anniversary.
• Peace people gather. The
player, Freddy Hubbard.
tonight with the performance
• "Non-Silver Photograannual Peacewalk, a project of
Showtimes are at 7 and 9 p.m.
phy: Contemporary Examples of a contemporary work by
the Maine Peace Campaign
Tickets are $15, which is a lot
of
Historic Printmaking Proc- guest composer Daniel
and the Maine Coalition for
cheaper than a trip to New
is at the library through Godfrey and pieces by Haydn
esses"
Peace & Justice in Central
York! Tickets are available at
• Jazz composer and
and Ravel. Showtime is 8 p.m.
Oct. 31. and displays photoAmerica, takes place today in
Amadeus Music. For more in- pianist Dave Brubeck is in
graphiC techniques that were at the Immanuel Baptist
towns throughout Maine. The
town
with
his
quartet
for
the
formation, call 773-8187.
developed in the 19th century Church, 156 High St., PortPortland walk kicks off in
Portland Concert Associaland. Tickets are $11, $5 for
•
Zdzislaw
Rurarz,
a
and are being used today by
Deering Oaks Park at noon
tion's season opener.
Polish
diplomat
granted
students
and seniors. For
artistic photographers.
with music and speakers from
7:30
p.rn.
at
Showtime
is
political asylum in the U.S.,
• At the PMA, two exhibits more information, call 761both peace groups. Many of
Portland City Hall Auditoexpresses
his
views
on
the
1522.
"Master Photographs" and
the walkers for the 10-kilomerium. Tickets are $20, $16, $12 "Faces of Photographers"
Poland
as
current
situation
in
• Thomas Parchman and
ter fundraiser have collected
and $8 and are available from open today. "Master Photopart
of
the
World
Affairs
Laura
Kargul play music for
pledges which will be divided
the
Portland
Concert
AssociaCouncil series "The Changing
clarinet and piano at 8 p .m. in
graphs" in on loan from the
equally between the Maine
tion, 262 Cumberland Ave,
Face
of
Communism."
The
Corthell
Concert Hall, USM
International Center of PhoPeace Campaign, the Maine
772-8630.
Gorham.
They will perform
talk is at 7:30 p.rn. at USM
tography and includes works
the
Grand
Duo Concertant,
by Ansel Adams, Robert
Capa, Henri Cartier-Bresson, Opus 48 for clarinet and piano
Marlo Giacomelli'. "Pretinl, 1962.63"
.
by Carl Maria von Weber,
Eliot Porter and Irving Penn.
Is part of the PMA'. "Master Photographs" exhibit.
"Phantasiestuck, Opus 73" by
The other exhibit is a collecSchumann,
Sonata in F minor,
tion of photographs by Stuart
Opus 120. No.1 by Brahms,
Nudelman of photographers
Ernesto Cavallini's "Adagio
themselves in spontaneous
and
Tarentella" and Poulenc's
and informal settings around
Sonata for Clarinet and Piano .
,•..., New York. David Lyman,
Tickets are $7/$4. For ticket
• director and founder of the
reservations, call 780-~555 .
Maine Photographic Workshops in Rockport, leads a discussion on photography
today, at 5:15 p.m. at the museum. For more information,
call 775-6148.
• ''The White Whore and
• More classics ... The USM
the Bit Player," a play by Tom
theater department gives a
Eyen, is being performed by
reading of Aristophanes'
the Center for Performance
"Lysistrata" at 7 p.m. at
Studies tonight through
Sunday at Zootz. The play is a Luther Bonney Auditorium,
searing dialogue between the USM Portland. The reading is
free and open to the public.
image of an actress conFor more information, call
structed by Hollywood and
the woman the actress imag- 780-4330.

:..

A story about Portland
and its homeless

Wed., Sept. 27

Squares are at Zootz, 31 Forest
Ave., Portland. For more information, call 773-8187.
• Tommy Maken of the
Clancy Brothers plays Irish
folk tunes tonight at Raoul's,
865 Forest Ave., Portland.
Tickets are $10. For more
information, call 773-6886.
• The Official and Gala
Grand Opening of Mad Horse
Theatre Company's new
home takes place tonight with
the world premiere of
"Squats" (See STAGE) and an
after-theatre black tie reception at Raphael's on Market
Street. Tickets for the gala are
$30 per person, $50 per
couple. A portion of the
proceeds from tonight's
celebration will go to Ingraham Volunteers, a local
organization benefiting the
homeless in Portland.

ocr. 1-3

SUN. MAT 1,3
#~.-TUFS. 7.9

Spike Lee Double Feature

ocr. 4-8

WED.-SAT. 7,9;15
SAT.-SUN. MAT 1

Joe'. Bed· stay Barber.tJop :

ocr. 4-8

We CUt Heada
WED.-SAT. 8,10;15
SAT.-SUN. MAT 2

·
Join the Jazz donee company Casco Bay Movers;
smger/songwrller Br.. da Moore; R& Brecording orJisl Mary
HaISOI; donee group Th Happy Hoofers; speciol guests
from Soulh America Grupo forlalna and many others for this
special event.

Making "Do the Right Thing"

ocr. 7-10

SAT.-SUN. MAT 3;15
SUN.-TUES 7,9

Back To Ararat

Call The AIDS Project at 774·6877 for more infonnation. Tickets
av~labJe at Amadeus Music. Plai~s Gallery. Magic Garden. Ponland
Wme & Cheese and Blackstones 10 Portland. Mac Beans Music and
Sam the Aorisl in Brunswick; and all Booklands.

CURRENT EVENTS

Contemporary
Performance
Art
liz {annan" David Dorfman
and Brian "rabtn!e

Friday ,

Saturd~

6th , 7th

8:00PM

Por1land Perfonnlna
Arts Center
25A Forest Ave.
Tickets $12

Call: 774..0465
Available also at
Amade.. M..lc
, Gallery Music
BIG SOUNDS FROM ALL OVER
1.9 MUSIC SERIES PRESENTED BY
PORTlAND PERFORMING ARTS
with aupport from Boile Cacade,
Sonesta Hotel, and WCLl

12

C..co Blzy Weekly

The Package Gene Hackman plays Wild Hearta and Zug Zug (rock)
~n Army sergeant who is assigned the
Gena's, 13 Brown, Portland. 761-2506.
JOb of de~venng a prisoner (Tommy Network (rock) Old Port Tavern 11
Lee Jones) from Germany to stand trial
Moulton, Portland. 774-0444.
'
In the states. The prisoner tums out to B_ch Cowboya (rock) Moose Alley
be an assassin hired to sabotage the
46 Mari<et, Po~and. 774-5246.
'
signing of a nuclear disarmament treaty Broken Men (rock) DZ Dock, 84 Combetween the U.S and the Soviet Union.
merCial, Pornand. 77 -3550.
The story wanders the middfe ground T~ho...e (rock) Spring Point Cafe
between obscure al)d sophomoric, but
175 Pickett, S. Po~and. 767-4627. '
Its real substance IS drawn from the Bill Street (jazz) Blue Moon, 425 Fore
fear of nuclear annihilation and a lack
SI., Pornand. 811-0663
of trust in th.e people who make the de- Port and Starbird (8coustic) The
CIsIOns which affect the fate of the
Shawmut In n, Kennebunkport. 967earth. There are too many stereotypes
3931.
and too much preying upon fears to
makethlsanythlng more than a moderately entertaining spy flick.
Taunaml P_ta and Slame_ Trip.
leta (rock) Geno's, 13 Brown Portland. 761-2506.
'
The Waahlngton Squa.... (folk)
Zootz, 31 Forest Ave P~and 7738187.
, .
Tommy Maken (Irish Folk) Raoul's
865 Forest Ave., Po~and. 773-6886.'
NetWork (rock) Old Port Tavern 11
Moulton, Portland. 774-0444.
'
Brok~n Men (rock) DZ Dock, 84 CommerCial, Po~and. 77 -3550.
T~house (rock) Spring Point Cafe
175 Pickett, S. Po~and. 767-4627. '
Bill Street (jazz) Blue Moon, 425 Fore
SI. , po~and. 811-0663 .
Port and Slarbird (acoustic) The
~~~mut Inn, Kennebunkport. 967-

Compiled by Ann $itomer

FrL & Sat.
Sept. 29-30

Llatlnga muat be received by 5 em the Thursday prior to publication
Ann Sitomer, Caaco Bay W_k y, 187 Clark Street, Portland 04102

DAUGHTER
JUDY
• • • •

• • • •

TI-lE RED LIGHT REVUE

Fri. & Sat.
Oct. 13-14

~

Parenthood Ron Howard's tale of child
reanll9 In middle-class America. Steve
Martl~ plays the man with a high pressur!;! JOb, who wants to be superdad.
While Jason Robards and a cast of
thousands meander through some
tasteless humor about family life, pep_
Danl Trtbeamen(reggae) Raoul's 865
pered with a few serious and poignant
Forest Ave, Po~and. 773-6886. '
moments.
Sce_ From the CIa. . Struggle
In Bevelty Hilla Sex farce about two
male housekeepers (Ray Sharkey and
Robert Beltran), who make a bet as to
whICh one will be the first to seduce his Freddy Hubbard (iazz) ZOOIZ 31
glamorous female boss. A good perForest Ave., Portland. 773-8187.'
formance by Jacqueline Bisset, who
plays a pampered and newly-widowed
qooen of second rate Sitcoms.
Sea o. Love is not as misty or as dark
as hoped f.or. Pacino plays a drunken
cop Invesbgallng the murder of men Norma Troy (rock) Geno's 13 Brown
Po~and. 761-2506.
'
,
who have an placed personal ads in the
paper He falls for the prime suspect,
who IS played by Barkin. Pacino's per_
formance is grea(; his character has
the depth it takes to sustain the plot
Barkin's performance, on the other Ed'a Redeeming Qualillea (acoushand, IS vacant rather than mysterious
bc) Zootz, 31 Fores(, P~nd 773Still, the movie's more fun than mosi
8187.
.
and Tom Waits' 'Sea of Love" is worth Red Light Revue (r&b) Raoul's, 865
a listen.
Forest Ave., Po~and. 173-6886.

SUNDAY+

HAPPY HOUR
4-6 MON.-FRI
on the waterfront
in the Old Port
84 Commercial Street
Portland, ME • 774-3550

SILVER
SCREEN

The Aby. . is the latest from down
under, and this time ifs not Australia .
The undersea epic offers great deepsea special effects, but the plot is bewildering. A submarine, a nuclear
warhead, a deranged naval officer and
an alien creature all fi9ure in the story.
Ed Harris and Mary Elizabeth Mastrantonio star.

Heathera Veronica has a place in her
high school's most powerful cfique,
which also includes three parcels of
perfection named Heather. When a
smooth-talking, cigarette-smoking, tequila-swillirl!!, mildly psychotic adolescent moves Into town and tells Veronica that she's too good for Heather, she
falls for him and into his scheme to kill
off the school's most popular students.
Wouldn't you? "Heathers' is refreshing
because it doesn't take adolescence
too seriously. But by making a mockery
of the problems of troubled youth, when
something sad or mature happens in
the movie the event stands out as
important rather than as an occasion
for the mush~ sentimentality so often
associated With growing up by other
movie directors.

What's Where
General Cinemas
Maine Mall
Malne Mall Road. S Portland

774·1022
1n_~IRI

1:15,4,7:15,9:45 (opens Sop 291
Ill.... 1Lw ... fill
1:30,':15,7:20, 10

_of Lov.IIII
1:45. ':15. 7, 9:30

th_

n...ltd vldeolape (II.
1.3:10.5:20.7:30,9:45
P......
IPG.UI

. .x,

12:45.3:'5.7.9:50

L.th.. W••_
111111
1>15.'. 7:05. 9:30

n.· ....,•• IPG-UI
1.... 7,'0

Nickelodeon
re"l'le and ";Odie. Portland
n2·9751
FlfSt matinee on Sal-Sun only
Tho P....... 1111
1 :25.4:10. 7:10. ~:30

When Hawy II..

"II,

1:30,4,7'30.9:45

To a world of fear
they introduced
choice. A crime
punishable by death.

TUESDAY+

Coming Soon!

October 6 .. 12
One Week Only
7:00 and 9:00 daily,
Sal. & Sun.
Matinees 1:00, 3:00

TIckets $5 or
$4.50 in advance
774·8578
Sponsored hy
Church of the Servant
35 La~yette St., Portland

musIC and new music; Fri: Post Modem - all ages; Sat: latest dance music·
Sun: request night; Tue: Hip House -ali
ages. 773-8187.
The Exchange Club, 33 Exchange,
Po~and .. Open Wed-Sun, until 3:30
am on Fn-8al. 773-0300.

IPGI

1, ':15. 6:45, 9:15

MONDAY+

Z_~, 31 Forest, Po~and. Thu: house

UnGIe .uGk tPC)
1:10.':20,7, &:20

CITY

DANCING+

1:20, 4:OS, 6:50, 9:15

Dead Poot. _lelY

CINEMA

Bradleels Plaza - Westbrook
Exit 8, Maine Turnpike - 854-9116

WEDNESDAY+

a.t..,.n CPG~13)

IPG·t31

Cho.tbu.t.... II
1 :15, 4:20 (through Ssp 28)

Se. No IvU. H. ., N. IEvil
7:15.9:40 (through Sop 28)

eo.l.IRI

1:15.4:20.7:15,9:'5 (cpons Sop 29)

Mexica.n ~esta.ura.nt

A

Watering

Hole

Fabulous Food • Mar2arltas
from south of the border

from out M this world

Batman Michael Keaton is Bruce
Wayne, fighting against an oppressive
evil world of Gotham City lorded by the
Joker (Jack Nicholson). The sets are
designed by Anton Furst, who designed
the sets for Stanley Kubrick's "Full Metal
Jacket, " among other films. The movie
has a wonderful look. Unfortunately,
the plot and characters fall far short of
the movie's menacing and profound
sets.
Black Rain Michael Douglas plays and
NYC cop who delivers a Japanese
crook to the police in Osaka.

In Country Bruce Willis stars in this
mavin!! drama about the lingering psychological scars of the Vietnam War. A
young girl (Emily Lloyd) wants to understand the war that took her father's life
and she turns to an uncle (Willis), who
has had his own troubles adjusting to
post-war life.
.J_'a Bed-Stur Ba""'rahop: We
Cut H_d. Director Spike Lee's ("00
the Right Thing") NYU thesis film is
about a barbershop that attempts to go
'straighr after one of the owners is
murdered for skimming from the shop's
number trade.

The Movies
10 Exchange. Portland

772-9600
Exqulalt. Corp . . . (II)
Sea 27-30
Wed-Sat at 7, 9
Sat at 1,3
H. .th··CR)

Oct t-3
Sunat1,3.7,9
Mon-Tue al7, 9

Joe'. "d..stu, ...ltenhop:
W.CuI H.ad.
Oct
Wed-Sat at 7. 9:15

' -8

Sat-Sun at 1
Making -Do the Right Th ...."
0,,14-8
Wed-Sat at 8.10:15
Sat-Sun at 2

Cinema City
W..tbrook Plaza
854-9116

AI times

OPEN 7 DAYS 4 PM - Happy Hour Mon. to Fri.
242 St. John St•• Union Stcl. Porttand 874-6444

~ TIo Juan's

CONCORD, H.H.

~; Margarita's

thtou~h Thursday; call ahead
lor Friday', ch""lJ"O

_x, Ilea and videotape The first
feature film of writer-director Steven
Soderbergh has a simplicity that results from its small cast and narrow focus . The four characters - Ann her

CON
[=ri=~~~Y~~~~~!~ CERTS
~~~~n~l~o~il~ s~~~dC~~~~~n~

Unci. Buck IPGI

- H.""

7,9, weekend mat " 3

lIot "II, IRI
7:15.9:15
H-.y I -..... Tho Kid.
7:15,9;15. weekend mats at 1:15,3:15
D... d Pootao Society IPGI
7, 9, weekend mats at ,3
. .tm.n CPG~1~)
7.9, weekend mats at " 3

ORONO, "E.

THURSDAY+

Pet. Pan (C)

Portland Museum of Art

with

SINGAPORE SLING

3i!!·f.\f tn ,

WILD HEARTS with ZUG

ZUG

from Boston

TSUNAMI POETS
from Boston with SIAMESE TRIPLETS
(ex-members of Beachmasters)

illti-BII·a'

OPEN MIKE NIGHT
\..0 OK

fOf\"

NORMA TROY Tues. 10/3
"FEARLESS LEADER Tues.10/10

~

~

Thurs.
September 28

of thousands .

weekend mats al1:1S, 3 :15

BAD CREDIT

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

have one thing. on their mind: sex. The
greab'less behind the movie rests not
only In the film Itself, but more so in
what happens to those who view itafter

Cookie Emily Lloyd has the ti~e role as
an undisciplined teenager who goes to
work for her gangster father (Peter
Falk). Just released from prison, her
father has to deal with rival mobsters
and the feds who want him behind bars
again.
Dead Poeta Society Peter Wei~s
movie is about a group of schoolboys in
a strict New England prep school who
are inspired by an English teacher
(Robin Williams) to look beyond the
ordinary and to live their own dreams
rather than conform to the expectations of their parents and schoolmasters. Williams ' acting does little to inspire, but his character gives the rest of
the story the impetus it needs to cany
on without him. Using the haunting and
mystical images that have become his
trademark, Weir makes the boys' initiation into life, love and poetry extraordi-

nary.
Exqulalte Corpsea is the Maine premiere of a feature film by the Venezuelan director Temistoc/es Lopez. The
movie is about the perversion of a
trombone player from Ok/ahoma in New
York City. The comic thriller is a satire

QIl.1he. Ulbao..=e.... _______ .

Making "Do The Right ThIng"There
were all sort of speculations on where
director Spike Lee stood on the making
of "00 The Right Thing." This one-hour
documentary goes behind the scenes
at the making of the movie and explains many of Lee's artistic decisions
and the cultural and political intent. The
documentary is directed by St Clair
Boume.
The Night of The Hunter Robert
Mitchum plays a psychopathic preacher
who sets out to catch and kill his stepchildren in this eerie, beautiful and
surreal movie cirected by Charles
Laughton. Shelly Winters and Ullian
Gish also star.
Lethal Weapon II Danny Glover and
Mei Gibson play two cops fighting South
African drug smugglers. Lots of product placement and politically correct
asides make up the bulk of this one.
The movie starts in the beginning of a
car chase; plot is something which
never seems to cross the producer's
mind.

Congress Square
The Night .r The Hwtt.,
Oct 5. 7 pm

Evening Star
Sct1edule subject to change
Tontine Mall, Brunswick
729-5486
Scene. From the Cia .. Struggl.

In ••v...., HUI. (III
7.9

Bowdoin College
Brunswick
Italian Film Serle.

- .. Generale de"a Roy ...•
(1960) A. A....lllni

Sep28.7pm
StMh Auditorium, SUls Hall

I "mblnl cl . . .rdllne
(1942) V. De Sica
Oct 5, 7pm
Smith Audl1or1um. Sils Hall

Gender ancl German Cinema
Oar",any, P ... Mother

(1979) Helma Sandora-Brahms
Oct'.7pm
SIriIh Audftonum, Sllio Hall

Film

.ncI

Video Club

The French LleuteNlnt'e Women
Sop 29. 7:30 and 10 pm
Smith Audltorlum, Silo Hall
WlbM••
Sop 30, 7:30 and 10 pm
Smith Auditorium, Sits Hall
CltI...,. Kane
Od'.3:30
Ktesga Auditorium, VIsual Ans Center

CLUBS

THURSDAY+

Dark Hollow(rock) Tree Cafe, 45 Danforth, Po~and. 774-1441.
Mlnua 500 (rock) Spring Point Cafe
175 Pickett, S. Po~and. 767-4627. '
Network (rock) Old Port Tavem, 11
Moulton, Portland. 774-0444.
Bad Credit and Singapo,. Sling
~~) Geno's, 13 Brown, Portland. 761Beach Cowboya (rock) Moose Alley
46 Market, Porn and. 774-5246.
'
Big Chief & the Contlnantala (r&b)
T-BlrdS, 126 N. Boyd, Po~and. 7738040.

FRIDAY+
Eight to the Bar (r&b) Raoul's, 865
Forest Ave., P~and. 773-6886.
Throwing M _ (rock) Tree Cafe
45 Danforth, Portland. 714-1441 .
'

Planlat Eva Vlrslk (cfassical) 7:30
pm, Walker Art Building Bowdoin
College, Brunswick. Works by Schumann, Ravel and Scriabin . Free and
open to the pu blic.

FRIDAY+
State St~t Traditional .Jazz
Band (New Orleans jazz) Benefit for
the Maine Audubon Society 8·30 pm
at the State Street Church, 'state St. ,
Pornand. Donation is $5.
B_thoven and Amowltt (classical) Pianist Michael Amowilt performs
three of Beethoven's sonatas which
Arnowitt is performing chronologically
at 8 pm in St. Luke's Cathedral, 143
State SI. , Portland. Tickets are $81$6,
available at Amadeus Music or by callIng 871-8023.
Stud~nt Recllal (classical) Baritone
Pab'lck Moore and tenor Martin Lescault perform at 8 pm, Corthell Concert
Hall, USM Gorham . Free and open to
the public.
Sch_nar Fare (folk) 8 pm, Heffernan
Center, Saint Joseph's College, Windham. TICkets are $51$3.50, available at
the door. For more information, call
892-6766 ext. 456. -

MORE+
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READERS
SELF
EXPRESSION
SPACE

SATURDAY+

• Our deck is still open for you sunworshipcrs!
• Luncheon

Fri. & Sat.
Oct. 6-7

&plmrber 28,1989

Communi
Cable Ne..."".",rl'
People Helping People
Reading to children (1/2 hr.)
USM Theatre Season
A preview (1/2 hr.)
Sebago Magazine
Gulf of Maine film (1/2 hr.)
Tokyo Konsei
Music and dance (1-1/2 hr.)

Available ror
weddings, special events,
company and private parties.
Call: 774-4349 or 767-0873
Thurs. Sept. 28

RENT PARTY - T BIRDS

Programs premiere Fri. 7-10pm, in
order listed & repeat Sat., Sun ., &
Mon. 1-4 & 7-10pm and Tues., Wed.,
&Thurs. 9am-noon .
Cable Channel 16 in Portland, So.
Portland, Cape Elizabeth , Scarborough
& Falmouth. Channel varies in Gorham.

Fri. & Sat. Sept. 29-30

PRIVATE PARTIES
Fri. & Sat. Oct. 6-7

PORI' GARDENS

U

xnn

FI 1.1. ~IZE

E"H.H r\11\ \H:I\,r

A free 30 word
Classified Ad will
be awarded to the
BEST DRAWING.
Send your entry
to Classified Ad
Manager Mark
(The Judge)
Kelleher at

CoscoBov
VVEEKLV
187 Clark Street
Portland, ME 04102
All entries must be received by 1016189

Ina.......wI... Technique. WPMG

..... C ..... M. .eum of Art
0In Arts Cene, L_iston. ' Prints trool

IT'S THAT TIME
At last! A flat interior wall
paint that is
truly scrubbable!
Super Scrub!

MORE
CONCERTS
SATURDAY+
....."" "UZ hniI (jazZ) Harbor
cruise 7:30-1 0 pm abeam the Longfe~
low II departing I Long What! Portland. Tickets are $12.00. For' more
Informabon , call 774-3578.
Port..nd St.... Q ... rt.t (classical)
The quartel JOined by pianisl Paul
Posnak will perform works by Mozart
and Bloch at 7:30 pm al the Soulll Congregabonal Church, Kennebunkport.
Tickets are $61$3. For more informadon , call 985-4343.
....tIment.l .....meyCalla.... (big
band) Royal River Chorus, lIle
Manduca Orchestra and 'A Sleriing
Affair' 0ua11e1 perform at 8 pm at the
Italian. Heritaqe Club, Portland. For
more mformabon , call 773-2204.

Storm Stain Deck Stain and
Preservative - apply it to new
wood, previously treated wood
pressure treated wood!
'

rea

Brush up on your painting with
California Paint products at
the Paint Pot.

TUESDAY+

1236 Congress Street
Portland
next to the Ramada Inn

CI..._II.I Thoma. P.rchman
(classical) Works performed include
PouIenc's Clarinat Sonata and Baarmann's Adagio al 12:30 pm in lIle Olin
Arts Center Concert Hall. Bates Co~
lege! LewislOn. Free and' open 10 lIle
publIC.
Tim . . . .10. . Quart.t (jazz) CoIfeehouse, 5-7 pm in lIle College Room
USM Portland Campus Cene, Bedford
SI., .Portland. Free and open 10 lIle
publIC.

772-2371

874-0000
18 Monument Square and
Comer of Fore & Exchange

WEDNESDAY+

An ."..,.. . with Da _ _rubeck
(jazz) 7:30 pm , Portland City Hall
Auditorium. Tickets are $20, $16, $12
and
and are available from the
Porttand Concert Association , 262
Cumberland Ave, 772-8630.

sa

.t. . .

Portland
cau.rtet (classical)
Concert features g~1 composat'
Daniel Godfrey and the quartel will
perform hi' 'Siring Ouartet" and pieces
by Haydn and Ravel. Showlime is Oct
6,8pmatthelmmanueiBaplistChurch
156 Hiah SI. , Portland. lickats ani
$1 11$5.~or more informallon call7611522.
•

<o.AVE ."<;:li\'n.bi.C~Y!B1bi!Hi.:1! :i 'i:?
·"m"""'%"""··,

RESIDENTIAL & COMMERCIAL

Comp.,.,.

ON
STAGE

DANCE

....Ier

"au

CIu. taughl by Adrienne Hawkins, director 01 Impulse
Dance Company in Boston, Sap 30,
12:30-2 :30 pm at lhe Cesoo Bay Movers dance studio at 34 I Cumberland
Aw., Porttand. Cost 01 the class is sa.
For more Information, call 871-1013.
Tho Body
Danc.,.
Benefit performance lor lIle Maine
Center on Deafness Sap 30 8 pm al
the Portland Performing ArtS Center
25A ForesIAve., Portland. the danceIS
developed "Signdanc:e," a style 01
dancing thaI uns sign language for
the hearing impaired. Ticlosts _ $20
available by calling 761 -2533 or 781 :
3294.
Lea . . . . . . . . . . . C....
will perform works ch~ by
Geotge Ballentine, Lar Lu60vitch and
James Kudelka Ocl 1, 3 pm at the
Maine Cene lor the Arts, University 01
Maine alOrono. For dckat informabon
call 581-1755.
'
c-t~ Porfonnanc. Art
Three
~phera
Liz Lerman
Brian Crabtree and David Dorfman .:
who presenled pieces at the Maine
Festival, perform OcI6-7, 8 pm at the
Portland I'erlorming Arts Center 25A
Forest Aw., Portlarid. Tickets are $12
at the PPAC box office (7744t65)
Amadeus Music and Gallery Music '
M.I_1y D.nco
MonIhIysmolce-and
fnledance
featuring an ecIac:tic mix 01 music Oct
6, 9 pm-I 2 am at the Ram Island StudIO, Portland Performing Arts Cenler
25 A ForesIAw., Portland. AlageSar9
welcome. Admission" $3. For more
inlormaion, caM 871~509.
ContnIdanco Yankee Exchange performs on hammered dulcimer fiddle
and guitar for contradencing 'led by
caller Paul Krlllkauske Oct 6, 8:30 pm in
Chase Hal Lounge , BalBI College L&_IOn. Admission is $4.
'

I._

!':i..

...... Local playwrighl Marlin Jones'
play about hometessness in Maine "
perlormed by the Mad Horse Theatre
Company sap 28-Oct 22. PerformancesareThu~at8pm , SunaI7pm

al the company's new theater al 955
ForesIAw., Portland. Tickets are $10~For more information, call 797-

...h

A F-., TII.......PP ..... on lhe
W.y Ie the J:...... SIe'M1 SoncIheim's musical through Oct 23 at the
~nqu~ ~re Theater in Ogunquil.
;,..owtime IS 8 pm. For more informa.011, cal 646-5151.
The LIon In WI.... James Goldman's
~ aboul King Henry 01 England,
hIS Qu8en, his IIIIstresS and his three
sons under one rooIlO celebrale Christmas Sap 28-30 at 8 pm at the Thomas
Inn & Playhouse, AI. 302, South Casco.
TIckeIa are $1048. For reservations
call 655-3281.
'
A
of WNI. ChIc. . SlIII. .
ANand T.~ Comedy pr1Isenled
by the Boothbay Summer Theater
Boothbay Harbor. PerIormanc:es
Fri-5at at 8 pm through Oct 8. TICkets
are $ I 1.50-$ 15. For more information
call 63:Hi186.
'
. . .10.1 In ......... by Neil Simon
performed by the Embaasy Play81'S
through Oct lI.t the SchooIhoun Arts
Cenllir, Als. 35 and 114, Sebago Lake.
Perlormanats are Thu-Sat at 8 pm
~nat2. Tickets are $101'S6. For
lllformation, cal 1W2-3743.
Qwoo The Soyikwa Inllilulll 01 African
Thea.. on lOUr from South Africa performs a musical tale 01 ~ou.: dancer
who realizes her African .
. through
thewisdom 01 an ekIerIy spiritual healer
Sap 29-30, 8 pm in Gannett Theater
Pettigrew H.. , BatH CoIege,
IOn. Tickets are $5IS3. For reservalions, cd 7~161 .

c...a.

are

MONDAY IS MEN'S DAY

more

"-

32A"""" ST.•

L 8~~~~
fORI'

IOCJIOIS NOM_ POmNG-"

FOR N'f'T_ CALL 775-5485

S DaDa St., Old Port .761-9567
Dally S LJD./Sa&-suo 6 a.m.

Lewis:

................-............ ....
~ .IIa ............ perIormmime,
JUllllling, magIC and circus fnIs Sap

30,7:30 pm altha Waldo ThaaIIr in

Waldoboro. TlCketsare $ 10 in adII8nce
$5 far childr8n under 17. For more in:

1ormaIion, cd 832~73.

limited to two per person_
Because the tour involves
climbing ladders and walking
more than two miles, children
under six years of age are
discouraged from visiting the
ship_ Stand-by visitors will be
taken from the Casco Bay Lines
ferry tenninal on Commercial
Street if there is room on the
boats.
The Kennedy, which
visited Portland in 1987, is
more than 1,000 feet long, It
will be carrying a crew of about
4,100 sailors, who are expecting
a payday immediately prior to
the ship's arrival here,

_.HI. of DeerI
. . o.ka The 300Ih
01 the largesl bettie beann~

tween Nauve AmerICans and whites
ever fought on Meine soil MI be celebraled S8p 30, 10 am al lIle newly
reslored bante marker in Deering Oaks
Park, Portland. Stale Representatiw
Herb Adems will give a description 01
the bante and representedves 01
Maine's Penobscol and Passamaquoddy tribes make a presentation
The 19th-century battle marker, which
has been reslOred by the Parkside
Neighborhood AsSOCI8tion , wiU be
unvetled. The ceremony is fnIe and
open 10 the oublic

ey.lIc FI......I. Foundation Fou ...

La......

UPCOMING+

VV1i1t1bw'

F...... MuaicaI about !he end 01 the
vaudellile era performed by the Portland Lyric Thealer Sap 29-Oct 15 at lIle
LyncTheatre, 176SawyerSI.,S. Portland. Perlormances are Fri-Sat al 8
pm, Sun al 2:30 pm. Senior Cidzen's
Nig~1 Sap 28, 7:30 pm. For more inlormadon, call 799-1421 or 799-6509
Our Town by ThornlOn W~der This
past summer's Theater Projecl production is being revived Sap 29-Oct 8
at 14 School SI , Brunswick. Performances are Fri-Sal al 8 pm , Sat-Sun
mals al 2. For reservations call 7288584.
'
Port..nd . . . . .
auditions
for roles in "Uttle Egypl- and ' Accidental Death 01 an Anarchisl' Sap 30 lind
Ocl I alllle Portland Performing Arts
Center, 25A Forest Ave., Portland. For
In tormauon or an appointment. call Vicki
al774-1043.
The Whit. Whore .nd the Bit
PI.,... Play by Tom Eyen is a dialogue between the Image of an actress
conslructed by Hollywood and the
woman she imagines herself 10 be Oct
5-8, 7:3OpmatZoolZ, 31 ForestAY8.,
Portland. TICkets are $6 in advance $7
at 1he door. Call the Cenler lor Performance Studies al 774-2776 for reservabons.
Workl. . Broadway musical besed on
lIle boo!( by Studs Terhel Oct 6 8 pm at
LewislOn Junior High School.' Tickets
are $ I 51$ I 3, available al LA Arts 36
!JakSI., Lewiston and the Aubum shop
n Save. For more Informadon, call LA
Arts al 782-7228.
Readl. . of A...t ...... _ · "Ly....
tra .....Oct 7, 7 pm al Luther Bonney
AudilOnum, USM Portland. Free and
open 10 lIle public. For more informaDon, call 780-4330.

GALA
u.s.s.

Kennedy
tickets on sale
The world's largest
conventionally powered
aircraft carrier, the V.SS. John
F, Kennedy, is expected to visit
Portland Harbor on the weekend of Oct_ 13, The public is
invited to visit the ship on
Saturday and Sunday, Oct. 14
and 15.
Advance tickets for the
ferry boats shuttJing people to
the ship will go on sale at three
Greater Portland Shop 'n Save
stores beginning at 9 a _m, on
Monday, Oct 2_ Advance
tickets are $1.50 each (to cover
the cost of the ferry charter the ship tour is free) and are

Mil. W.lk Walk 10 benefit the foundation wi. begin in Payson Park Sap
30, II :30 am. Sponsorformsareavai~
able al Levinsky's on Congress S _.
For rno<e information, call 77~133 .
Poa _ _ lk ' •• 1O-kilomee fundraising walk based in 15 Maine communities Oct.1, I pm. Monies raised wi. help
the Maine Peace Campaign's efforts
on ann. control and non-interventionisl foreign policy and in P.8fIicular an
effort 10 ban c:tUise rniSSlIe testing in
Maine, resettling a v~1age in EI Salvador IIIIld a lIlird porion, designated by
the walker, w~1 go toward groups that
are working lor a variety 01 human
needs efforts. For more information on
local walks: Portland, 772~266 ; BrunswicklBalh, 729-8104; Biddeford, Saco
284-9219; Yarmouth/Freeport 84&
5194; or staleWide 773-1782. '
Old LeIIgo ScIIeof hy ..... Apple
F. .tIYai One-room school c:luses,
crafts, games and 8IIIIfe pie conIesl
Oct 1, 1-5 pm at the West Meine Shel
Sc:hooIs, AI. 115 at Sligo Ad. Varmouth. Cosl is $1 per petIOlI, $2 per
family. Ail proceeds benefit !he Vatmouth HislOriclll Society.
A hi' In y _ LIt. F.lIWIntor
F_""n .how 10 benefit 't.tra.
Maine" Jil Rabine in herellort 10 rapresenl Maine in the national pageanl this
December Oct 3, 5:30-7:30 pm 811he
Sonesta HoIaI, PonIand. TICkets are
$20. For more information caU 7735522.
'
L1c_ 10 "...11 World Premiere 01
Greg Stump's ski movie Sap 29 at 6 8
and 10 pm althe Portland PerIorrnina
Arts Cenlllr, 25A Forest Aw., Portland. TICkaIa _ $5.

UN THE
WALL
OPENING+

u...

Qertwn Art Gallery "Prints"
Inc:ludeS worII 110m the coIfeclion 01
Maurine and Robert Rothchild prints
published
and works prinled
by Thomas
and Richard Wilson
Oct 1-19. Opening receptionSep 28, 4
~Hours: Sun-Thu 12~ pm. 780-

:\.'=,

Danforth ...... Galloly 34 Dan1orfI,. Portland. 'Ripening .nd Decay,'
pawttings and. pholDl!raphy by 15 anISts and an o"llinal ptanO c:omposilion
on tha exhibillly Sherwin Day 9Pening r:-ption Sap 29, 5-9 pm.' Exhibit
conlinueslhrough Oct 13. Houra: TU&Sal I I am-5 pm. 772-6245.
584 Congress St., Portland. New worII on canvas and wood by PhMip BarIItr Sap 29Oct 30. Opening reception Sap 29
5:3C!-8.P"'. 774-3369
'
ArI_...., at SI. ·D ••,.... Portland: New worII by Amarican mpres1l0III11 Gar. . MIIrtIIId Sap 29-Oct 28
~ rac:epbI Sap ~, 6-9 pm:
op.n Iloute Sap 30, 11 am-5 pm,
HelIn: Tue-Sal 11 .m-5 pm (finst two
weeki 01 lie month); thereaflllr by

eo."_,,-Q...,,.,

..:-.:.::r=.m-9606.

.....,......
0eIIery 1IertII, 58
_ .. St., Brunswick. 'Lanclac:llpes 01
New England' by Barbara J . SiUman

Oct 4-21 . Opaning ~ Oct 4, 57 pm. Hours: Mon=Sall :30 am-5 pm.
725-41111.

Vinalhaven Press : The Firal Five
Years,' an exhibition 01 50 works 01
internationally known artisls produced
between 1984 and 1989 allhis master
prinl sholl located on Maine's Vinalhaven Isfand Oct 5-Nov 26. Opening
reception Ocl 5, 7-9 pm. Hours: TueSal 10 am-4 pm, Sun 1-5 pm . 7866158.
. . . . . .H Ga ...... , 26 FreeSt., Portland. N_ work by Alan Bray and
Theodore Murphy Ocl 6-31 . Opening
reception Oct 6, 5-7 pm. Also at the
gallery, a selection 01 19th and early
20th Century art. Hours: Mon-Fri 10
am-5 pm; Sal 12-4 pm. m -501 1.
PI_ T .... Shop ..... IlayvIew 0....
Iery, 75 Market SI., Portland. Paintings ~ local ertisllina Ingraham Oct
5-28. Opening reception Ocl I 1, 6-8
pm. 773-'J{)07.

OFF THE SENSE

WALL

Learn about
Casco Bay

IS offering a workshop on location recording and inlerYiewing techniques
Sap 28, 7 pm al WMPG's new Sludios
at 92 Bedford SI., Portland. The workshop is open 10 the public and 10 people
01 aU levels 01 experience. For reservauons, call 780-5131 .

An .vonl. . To cal. . .I. FroodomAmnesty Internadonal and Raffles
Cafe BookslOre offer an evening 01
leller wridng in support ollreedom 01
optnlOn and expression and a discussIOn 01 censorship and human rights
ISSueS Sap 29, 6 pm al RallIes Cafe
Bookstore, 555 Congress, Portland.
For more information, call 761 -3930 .
Qulf of ...1_ Aqua"um Tour 01
Aquaculture lacilides in Northem Maine
Sap 30. Leaw Portland aI8 :30 am 10
lOur Great Easlem Mussel Farms in
Tenanl Harbor and Steelheed aquacullUreoperation in So. Thomaston. Cosl
is $20 for Aquarium members, $24 lor
non-members. Reservations ate required, call 772-2321 .

If you've ever wondered
"How polluted is Casco Bay?"
llaku Workshop on an old Japanese
clay firing technique Sap 28, 6-9 pm you should attend a conference
and Oct 8, 12-4 pm al the Cenler for by the same title sponsored by
Native Art, At I in Woolwich. For more
the new environmental group
information, call 442-8399.
Art. eomm..aIon meedng called The Friends of Casco Bay.
Sap 29, 9 am-3:3O pm at 1he Captain
The inexpensive conferDaniel Stone Inn, 10 Waler Sl, Brunswick. Highlighls include a report on a ence is Saturday, Sept. 30, from W••t.rn P_na"o W.IId,..
SpecIal Sludy Commission, which was
Tou,. Greater Portland Larv:Jrnarf(s
organized by lIle Legislature to revi_ 8:30 a_m_ to 5 p,m, at SMVTI in
ollara IOUra olllle variety 01 architecPorIIaIIil
ArtSaven ConlIle current organizadon 01 the Slate South Portland.
tural styles 01 POrtlllllld'S West End:
gress Square. Portland. Hours: TueCultural Agencies, and action on the
hallanate, Gothic Flevival, Queen Anne
Sa~ 10-5;Sun, 12-5; Free on Thursday
In the morning, three Shingle
Percenl for Art proposals. The pub~c is
Style and Colonial Revival:
ewnings, 5-9. Perspectiws: Celeste
welcome to attend. For more informa- workshops will address differfinal lOur is Sap 30 10-1 1:30 am . Cosl
Roberge (Ihrough Oct 8); Watercolors
tion, cal Dick Oyer at the Maine Arts
IS 52 for members, $3 lor non-rnemby American Masters (through Oct 15);
ent areas of pollution in the bay: bers.
Commission at 289-2724.
For more informadon, can 774Jap-.e Prints, landscapes, figures ~""'Ika .nII the Art. Three
One will focus on sewage pollu- 5561.
and abstract images (through Nov 12).
artists visiting Maine 110m the U.S.S.A.
...1_ ..... W~. F.II Work"
Master PholOllr'BPhs and Faces 01 PhowIH speak on alternadve book publish- tion_ The Casco Bay watershed is
u.- Three worIIshops wi. be 01togIaJ:ers (Oct S-Dec 3). 775-6148.
ing and art outside the lormal channels rife with emergency overflow
fered Sep 30 alllle One Club, Cumber..". H GaO."., 26 Free St., PortS9p 29, 7:30 pm at lila Meine Writers
land County Civic Center, Portland.
land. Willam Mannill![ Aurora and
Center, 190 Mason St, Brunswick. points for raw sewage and unDavid Silverbrand leads a workshop
Temple Saries through l:iep 30. Also al
Free and open 10 the public.
on the leature side ollalevision n_8 at
the gallery, a selection 01 19111 and Pap.rmaldng Workahop Leam 10 treated stormwater runoff_ An9 am; Sheila Garrel presents an overearly 20th century art. Hours: Mon-Fri
make handmade paper and explore other will look at oil pollution.
view 01 children's book publishing al
10 am-5 pm, Sal 12-4 Ilm. 772-5011.
elemenls 01 collage Oct 1, 9 am-4 pm Casco Bay boasts a high number
10:I 5 am; l.an'y Fones presents a
IlayvIewo.llo"., 75 Market SI. , Port20 Danforth Streel Studio, Pord8ncI:
workshop on printing brochures or
land. N_ paindngs by Scott Moore
of
hydrocarbons,
a
chemical
Cost is $65, inctuding materials. For
newsletters at 11 :30 am. Media Women
IIlroulil Sap 30. Tue-Sal 10 am-6 pm.
more information, contact Libby Ly- indicator of petroleum in bay,
Scholarship Fund. Admission is $ 10
. m-:J007.
man aI761-25OO.
per seminar ($25 lor IIlree) lor Maine
cafe AlWIlP, 47 Middle Sl, PonJand. ........tlve Painter .I.vo ....... The third workshop will address
Media Women members; $13 per
Constructions by Daniel McCusker and
discusses his recent work and toxic and heavy metals. Lead,
seminar ($33 for three) for non-memphotographs by John Kramer on view
artisticbaci<around Oct 3, 4 pm in Beam
bers. To pre-register call Hilary
Ihrough Sap. 174-9399.
Classroom, 'Visual Arts CenIItr, Bow- cadmium, PCBs and other toxies
McComb at 443-9990. On-sita regisDNn yolont. . . Gallo"., 60 HampdoinColiege, Brunswick. Free and open are found in abundance in the
tration begins at 8:15 am.
shire St., Portland. "Duty, Pleasure and
10 the putilic.
M~t"" G ..........tl. .
N.ture,' new work by Greg Parker P,hlb...kor KeIJ ............ spa. bay sediments_
Oct 1, 7-9:30 pm atthe Unitarian Uni_through Oct 15. Hours: Thu 5-9 pm,
Oct 4, I I am at the Portland school 01
Panelists for these work- salisl Church, Pleasanl St., Brunswick.
Sat-SUn 12-5 pm. m-2042.
Art, 619 Congress SI., Portland. Free
Meeting is open 10 lIle public. For more
.1 MIrador, 50 Wharf St., Portland.
and open 10 the public. For more inlor- shops include: Ellie Dorsey, an
information, cal 729-8857.
Salazar's Mexico works on paper are
mation , call 775-3052.
onthewals. Salas win benelitDanlorth ~. . ofW~ln1n~ expert on baleen whales; Ed GiI- II, d 1118 TIrne_IalthDlMdBowar frsI
executiw director 01 the Sierra Club
Slreet Gallery, a non-profil altematiw
t.." Plfnta ..... DnI.....s Susan fiIlin, an international expert on
and the founder 01 Friends 01 the Earth,
art space al 34 Dantorlh St. For more
Wegner, associate professor 01 art. oil spills and director of Bowspew Oct 1, 7:30 pm in Kresge Audiinformation, cal 775-6245.
spe. Oct 4 all pm and Oct 8 at~m
IOrium, Visual Arts Cenlltl', Bowdoin
..... Galloty, 7 Pleasanl Sl, Portin the Walker Art Building, Bo
'n doin's Marine Research Lab; Jeff
College, Brunswick. Free and open to
land. Eliol Porter's portfolios 'Trees"
College, Brunswick. Free and open 10 Sandler, a marine educator
tha public.
and "Cef1ain Passages- are on exhibit
the pUblic.
A c-t".ln Flu Zdzislaw
Ihrougll Oct 7. Hours: Tu&-SaI 10 am- PIIA DI......lon . .rI.. David known locally as Mr. Fish; and "",nIII
Rura'Z, Polish diplomal g_1ed politi6 pm (Thu unIil9). 879-0042.
Lyman, director IIIIld founder 01 the Dave Townsend, a research scical asylum in the U.S., spew as part
Q . . . . AllantJa '1'.... and T ..... ,
Maine Photographic WorIIshops in
01 the World Affairs Council series 'The
981 Foresl Aw., Portland. Porcelain
Rockport, leeds a ciscussion Oct 5, entist at Bigelow Labs in BoothChanging Face 01 Communism" Oct 2,
works by poIIer Carol Griffith 110m
5:15 pm IIIll1le Portland Museum 01 Art. bay and director of ARGO7:30 pm al USM Campuscenler, rooms
Thomaston during Sap. Houra: MonCongress Square. Free and open 10
A-C. Admission is $5 lor the public, $3
Fri 9 am-5:30 prTI.
!he public. For more informatiOn, call Maine.
far WAC members and $1 for students.
....n W~ Papon Gal..". of
775-6148.
After lunch, David Brower For rno<e information, call 780-455 I .
ArI, Westbrook College, 716 Stewns RoIIoIt
.tac~ discusses his
VIall.... Art........... Writer ClarAve .. Portland. Mixedlnadia works by
eculpture and drawings, composed 01 of the Earth Island Institute will
ibel Alegria speaks Oct 3, 11:30 111m al
Judith Nelson Ihrough Oct 29. Hours:
mythical archetypes such as boats and deliver a keynote speech entitled
lIle Portland school 01 Art, 619 ConTu&-Fri 10 am-4 pm (Thu until II), SaIsnakes Oct 5, 4 pm at Hasting Lounge,
gress St., Portland. Free and open 10
&III 1-5 pm. 797-9546.
USM Gorhlllm. Free and open 10 ihe "Healing Time on Earth,"
lIle public. For rno<e information call
Portland ....nc U"ry, Monument
775-3052.
'
For more information, call 780- Brower, described by John
Squa.re, Portland. Racenl absract
~tings by Janioe May Scott IIlrough IIook ArIa Maine Writers and Publish- McPhee as "the most militant M.I_ W~ WrII_ Dorothy
Healy, librarian al Westbrook College,
sep 29. 'Non-Silver PholOgraphy: ers Alliance is ollering a series 01 lour
will speak on the livel and works 01
conservationist in the world,"
ConIernponwy Examples 01 FtislOrIC
workshops during October on the art 01
Maine women wriIIIrs al the Business
Printmakinq Processes: an exhibit 01
hand-made boo!(s: "Overview 01 the was the first executive director
and Professional Women's Organizaworks by SIX artists Oct 4-31 . Houra:
Book Arts," 'Papermaking," "Fine Lel- of the Sierra Oub, founder of
tion 01 Portland's monthly business
Mon, Wed and Fri 9am-6 pm, Tueand
lIIfpress Prinling" and "Bookbindi .'
Oct 3, 6 pm at John Martin's
Thu 12-9 pm and Sat 9 am-5 pm. 871 Friends of the Earth, author of meeting
The workshops may be taken
Rastauranl, S. Portland. For rno<e in1700.
pendenUy or together al the Maine numerous books and articles on
formation, can 772-8768.
....... PoH_ ""'01, 376 Fore
WriIera Cenler, f9D Mason SI., Brun........anl...r "Underllround CatheSt, Portland. Judaic ceremonial 0bswick.
For more information, call 729- the environment and subject of
dral," a dream by John Carman Oct 3,
jects by Susan Horowitz and Toby
6333.
John McPhee's classic ''Encoun- 4 pm in 1he FIIIQJIty Room, MassachuRosenberg through Oct 1I . Hours:dUy Art
.. the .......... u..u...1 .....
setts Hall, Bowdoin CoIege, Brunswick.
10 am-6 pm. 774-1633.
Occull is lIle subject 01 Weird lind ters With the Archdruid_"
Free and open 10 the pUblic.
...... Medical Conter cafe PortWonderful Art show Oct 2O-Nov 4 at
In the afternoon partici- Mora pIt.o . .' Several stale and
land. Paintings by Thomas Co'nnoIly
The Center for The Arts, 804 Washingcounty prison bond is.- wiI be on
IIlrouall Oct ~1 . Hours: Mon-Fri 7::>iJ
ton, Bath. Entries in any medium for pants will take a harbor cruise
!he Nov. 7 ballot, including 525 milion
II1II-4:30 pm, Sat 8-11 am.
lIlis juried exhibit will be accepled Oct led by Richard Anderson and
lor 8 new county jill in Pot1Iand. S_
ParI...... Soheol .f Art, BaxIIIr Gal10, 10 am-4 pm. A rnaximum oIlIlree
Senator Joe 8amnigan and Counly
lery, 619 Congress St., Portland. SILIentries may be submined. For more Jeff Sandler_
Corrmissioner Joe MilZzioti willellid a
clentShowlhrOugll Oct 14, Hours: Mooinformation,
call
442-8455.
disalssion on tha issue Oct 3, 7 pm at
The cost of the conference
Fri 10 am-5 pm (Thu until 7 pm), Sun LeokI. . .1 Arlin .... PayaonGa...
Frankiin Towers, 211 Cumbertand
11-4 pm. 775-5152.
IoIy Director Jucith Sobsl oilers a live- - including lunch and the ferry
Portland. The discuaaion is sponsored
R..... _ _ _ calo, 225 Federal,
week course far people interesled in trip - is$15 for adults and $10 for
bl the Portland Democratic City ComfIOrtIand. Works by Peler Hel1ey
learning aboul !he Permanenl C0llecmittee and will be pecaded by a spathrough mid-OcIOber. 774-3074.
tion and lor ~ interested in be- students and elders. Register at
ghelli supper .,5:30 pm ($4.5M6). All
...... 0.10"., 20 Milk St., Portland.
coming docents. There wil be IIlree- any Bookland store or by calling
_ welcome. For more information
New and expermental works by galadditional training sessions Iordocents.
call 871-7232.
'
lery artists through Nov 25. 772-9072.
FriendsofCasco
Bay
at
774-4627.
course begins Ocl 17 and conlinCarIntI for ....
oltered as
USII ARU GalIoIy, Campus Cenler. The
ues far fiw Tu8sdays, either 9 am-12

...1_

AROUND TOWN+
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When in
Portland I
can always
be found at
BOOKS

ETC.
-Virginia Woolf

................................ .

-BOOKS ETC

---:-

.................................

38 Exchange St. Old Port
(207) 774-0626

CARGO B}\Y

SURPLUS I MlUTARY CLOTHI.
F,II Shlpm,"" Arrlvl", 0,;"

BUSH
JACKETS
$23"95

_n

Hew Jackets
How In Stockl

=.

:li-

"Southern Exposure," exhibit 01 lex~lel, wood carvings, cararnic vessels
and ligures from Guatemlllla, Ecuador,
MexICO, Brazil and other Latin American countries IIlrough Oct 27. Hours:
Mon-Sal 10 arn-10 pm, Sun 12-5 pm.

780-4090.

OUT OF TOWN+
. . ....... CoIIo. . M. .eum of Art,
Brunswick. Carol Plyant Paintings
throulil Oct 1. Hours: lue-Sat 10 amSpm,:Sun 2-5 pm, 725-3275.
The C-t.r for NatJvo Art, RI. I
Woolwich. Nadve American art. 442:
8399.
GaIIoly,56 Maine St., Brunswick. Ceramic sculptures by Sharon
Towns~andtapestry rugs by Morns David Dorenleld are on exhibil
through Nov 3. Hours: Tu&-Sal 10 am6 pm, Sun 2-5 pm. 729-1 loa.
...1... A . . . . .nSoclely, 118U.S.
Al 1, Falmouth. Etchings, collages,
pmts and W8l111'abIe art by Uncia Ely
IhroughSap30. Houra: Mon-5at9am5 pm, Sun 12-5 pm. 781-2330.
O'FMNII 0aIf0Iy, 46 Maine St, Brunswick. New paintings by Ruthanne
Harrison 1Ivough Oct 28. 728-8228,
,........ M • ....,... LIIINry, Scott
Dyer Rd., Cape Elizabeth. PhOtchemic
I18intings by L Murray Jamison 1hrough
Oct 14: HelIn: Mon. Wed, Fri-Sat 9
am-5 pm, Tue, n., g am-9 pm. 7991720.

m._....

0...-

noon or 7-10 pm. Coslis$90lorgaiery
membeI s, $1 00 Iornon-members. Registration lees wi. be refunded 10 those
who become docents alter they haw
c:omplated their fifth tour. For more
information, call 767-9546.
Danforth .....1 Gall.". in Portland, a non-profil alternative gallery,
III_S artiSts 60 and over 10 submit
work lor a juried thematic exhibition
blled 'The Essence 01 Maine: Juror
MIIIrtin Dibner will select winners for
boIh professional and amaleur caIIIgOries. Work must be detivered by Nov 3.
For dalails send sell-lIIddressed
stamped envelope 10 ' Essence 01
Maine' c/o Danforth Street Galery, 34
Danforth St., Portland, 04101, AIIIIntion Helen Rivas.
n.c-nGrounll Count". Fair
is looking for III design 10 become the
1990 poster. Artists may submit one or
two designs by NoV. 1onany1ilemereladng 10 agriculture. The selected
design win be used lor the 1990 lair
poster and I-shirt. Irs importanl!helthe
style be a appropriate far silk-saeening,whichrequiresaminimumolbfend.
ing and/or shading. Pastels andwetercolors are nol appropriale. Submissions will be juried and the setected
artisl will racetve a $500 honorarium.
For rno<e information, contact !he
Common Ground Fair, PO Box 2176,
Augusta, ME 04338 or phone 6235115 .

part 01 Mercy Hospital's Women's
P_I". R •• clln. lIy A .... rel
Health Series Oct 4, '1 pm in the MediC . . . .cu, National Racio Commancal Stall Memorial Audilorium, 144
talOr and poet, Sap 28, 7 pm al Rallies
State St., Portland. A discussion 01 the
Cafe Bookstore, S55 Congress, Port!rand 01 women becorning caregivers
land. Free and open 10 lIle public. For
10 their elderly parents. Free and open
more information, call 761-3930.
10 the public. For more information call
...,.,. Yoloea: eo-onhip I _ 879~.
'
In M.I_ Discussion 10 celebrate fnIe
.tucIy ca,.... Weds~ with panelists Wiliam Coogan,
nesday ewnings al 7:30 pm al The
POlitical saence departmenl al lJSM·
New Church, 302 Stiewns Aw., Portl>eboraIl Locke, librarian al Westbrook
land. For more information, cal
High School and Mark Somer, managing director 01 Portland Stage Com- A8277.
Poet'. ¥low of Latin a-rIca
pany. Jim Brunele, coIumnisllor the
Central American writer Claribel AlePortland Press Herald, is !he moderagria speaks Oct 4, 1:30 pm in the USM
lOr. Sponsored by the Maine Civil libPortland gymnasium. Alegria was bom
erties Union and the Portland Public
in Nicaragua, raised in 'EI Salvador,
Library Sap 28, 7 pm at the Portland
and is 1he author 01 more than 20 books
Public Library. For more informadon
01 poetry, tesdmonial history, Iic1ion
call 774-5444.
'
and short slories. She is an outspoken
Rec,cll.. Otganlc W_t. The
advocate lor radical change in that
UnMlfSity 01 Mllline Extension has
region. The talk is !rae and open 10 lIle
trained voIunleer mailer composlltrS
public. For more information, call 78010 leach residents throughoutthecounly
4440.
0 - , . of
how 10 c:omposl simply, inexpenaiwly W_n __
and elleclively. People who would like
Oreater PortIa.... meets Oct 5 6
10 talk with a voiunleer c:omposter or
pm at the offices 01 Maine Managereceive informallon on recycling orment Group~Royai River Center, At 1,
ganIC waSIBl can contact the CumberYarmouth. lI1e topic 01 this monlll's
land County Extension at 780-4205.
meeting is a round table dscussion on
elCChanginll resources. Fee is
For more .,tormallon or reservations,
contact Becky Erickson al 781-0041 .

Solid wood
Furniture
Made In Maine

-F
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concepts In Comfart
builds a complete line of
handsome affordable furniture.

9 FODEN RD.
SO, PORTLAND· 775-4312
ACROSS FROM UPS
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Classic
Impressions
164 Middle St, • Old Port
Next to The Oyster Club
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MORE
SENSE
Art: An E. . .ntl.1 P.rt of Educe·
tlon? Symposium sponsored by the
Portland School of Art Oct6 , 1Q am-12
noon at the Portland Museum of Art,
Congress Square, Portland. The seminar addresses the importance of visual
arts as a core element of educational
curricula. Free and open to the public,
but seating is limited. For more information, call 775-3052.
Dev.loplng Community: B ....k·
Ing Culturel P.tt.m. of Domination & Subml •• lon In Our
Llv_ Workshop on integrating politics and spirituality toward healing the
division led by Margo Adair, author of
·Working InSide Out· Oct 6, 6 :30-11
pm at The Friends Meeting House,
1837 Forest Ave., Portland. Total cost
of workshop will be based on individual
ability to pay. Proceeds will be donated
to WomenEarth. To register, call 8544094.
E.rth, WInd, FI... & W.t.r A day of
reflection led by author Madeleine
L'Engle Oct 21, 10 am-4 pm at the
CathedraiChurchofSt Luke, 143State
St, Portland. Tickets are $20 and are
available by mail from the Diocesan
Resource Center, 143 State St, Portland, 04101 andatJ. Read Books, 630
Forest Ave., Portland. For more information, call 772~923 or 773-3536.
Southworth PI.net.rtum Astronomy Shows Fri-Sun at 7 pm; Laser
Shows Fri-Sun at 8:30 pm. Admission
is $3 for adults, $2 for students and
children (no children under 5). Formore
information, call 780-4249.

WELL
NESS

\.

Heahh SC ....nlngs Health Promotion Program of Community Health
Services, Inc. sponsors adult flu clinics. Cost is $5. Times and locations are
as follows: Oct 2, 10 am-I pm, Safety
Building on Chebeague Island; Oct 4,
9:30-11 :30 am, Rescue Building, Yarmouth. For more information, call 7757231 ext 551.
Public Chol_t.rol/Blood .......
.u... SC ....nlng.0ct3, 11 am-2pm
and Oct 5, 5-8 pm at the USM Portland
9ymnasium on Falmouth St ScreenIngs are done on a wal k-in, first come,
first serve basis. Fees are $6 for choleslerol; $7 for both. For more information, call Ufeline at 780-4170.
M.nt.1 Health R_ourc. D.y
Services and agencies in the area will
have exhibits and the keynote speaker
will be Martha Varee Pearson who will
speak on ·Sexual Abuse: Issues in
Treating People with Severe and Prolonged Mental Illness.· Mental Health
Resource day is Oct 5, 12:30-5 pm at
the Holiday Inn, 88 Spring St, Portland. Admission is $10. For more information, contact Mary Williams at the
Bureau of Mental Health in Portland,
879-4310.

Seplmtber 28, 1989
F.II In the P....ld.ntl.I.: A Natu... Lov.... Guld. Slide program
on the beauty, how's and why's of
Autumn Sep 29, 7:30 pm at the L.L.
Bean Casco Street Conference Center, Freeport Free and open to the
public. For more Information, call 8654761.
C ••eo Bay Bleyel. Club Upcoming
rides: Franconia Notch Ride Sep 30,
meet at Gorham Shop N Save at 8 am ,
775~761 ; Vinalhaven Island Weekend Oct 6-8, Ketra Crosson at 8924402; Cumberland Runaround, 35
miles, Peter Miller, 892-6440; Sebago
Surpri se, Oct 15, 9 am, Marie Bailey at
892-3385 or Heidi Hilton at 797-0504 .
The Sho... Tour Tour of the park's
varied shore line Oct " 2 pm at Wolfe
Neck Woods State Park, Freeport. All
programs are free and begin at the
benches beside the second parking
lot For more information, call 8654465 or 289-3821 .
Pizza Rid •• Casco Bay Bicycle Club is
sponsoring Thursday night bicycle
rides. Meet at 5:30 pm at Pal's Pizza,
Rt 1, Oak Hill, Scarborough . Rides are
10-20 miles; pizza after. For more information call Keith at 799-1085.
Outdoor Trtp Hotline Latest bicycling, hiking, camping, canoeing and
other trips sponsored by the Casco
Bay Bicycle Club and the Maine Outdoor Adventure Club. Call 774-1118.

K.r.t • •nd S.If·D.f.n•• classes Chlld ... n'. Mu•• um, 746 Stevens
Ave., Portland. Paper Making Exhibit
for children and adults are being ofincludes paper displays, instructional
fered at the Portland YMCA. Classes
classes on paper making and paper
are $40 per month , $1 0 per week, or $5
making facilities ; Energy Exhibit offers
per class For registration information ,
hands-on learning uSing computer
call 874-t 111.
software, puzzles, demonstration and
Son_t.'. Annual 5 K Women'.
more to look at energy use in Maine.
DI.t.ne. Running F•• nval beneFor more information, call 797-KITE .
fits the McAuley Residence, a transitional housing program for women RolI.,.katlng L •••on. Portland
Recreation IS offering lessons for adalone or with children Oct I , 8:30 am at
vanced beginners ages 6-1 0. Lessons
the Sonesta Hotel, High St , Portland
are on three Saturdays, Oct 21 -Nov 4,
Pre-registration is $6. Make check
9-10 am . Registration deadline Oct 11
payable to Sonesta 5K, Maine Track
for advanced beginners $15 for re siClub, P.O. Box 8008, Portland, ME ,
dents, $20 for non-residents. For more
04104.
information, cali 874~793.
Th. Sm.ller Wat.,. - A Duck
Hunt.". Delight In-depth look at Storl•• for Kid. Portland Public library (871 - 1700): Mon , Wed and Fri ,
how to successfully hunt Black Ducks,
10:30 am ; Riverton Branch Ubrary
Mallards, Wood Ducks and Teal Oct 5,
(797-2915): Fri, 10:30 am (beginning
7:30 pm at the L.L. Bean Casco Street
Sap 22) ; Peaks Island Branch (766Conference Center, located off Rt 1.
5540): Wed, 10: t 5 am ; South Portland
Freeport. Free and open to the public.
Public Library (799-2204) : Fri, 10:15
For more information, call 865-4761.
and 11 : 15 am (3-5 year aids) ; ScarborAustrell• • nd N.w Guln•• : Ex·
ough Public Library (883-4123): Wed,
ploring .nd FI.hlng with L.fty
10:30 am and 1 pm (3-5 year olds) and
K ...h World renowned fly fisherman
Tue, 6:30 pm (4-5 year aids); Prince
Kreh presents a slide program of landMemorial Library, Cumberland (829ing fish Oct 6, 7:30 pm at the L.L. Bean
3180): Wed, 10:30 am (2-3 year olds) ;
Casco Street Conference Center, loThu, 10:30 am (3-5 year aids).
cated off Rt 1, Freeport. Free and
open to the public. For more informa- Fllcka for Kid. Portland Public Ubrary (871-1700): Sat, 10:30 am and
tion, call 865-4761 .
Tue at 3:30 pm . Riverton Branch (7972915) : Thu-Fri, 3:30 pm; Peaks Island
Branch (766-5540): Tue, 1:15 pm;
South Portland Public Library (7992204): Fri, 3:30-4:30 pm.

SPORT K
FOR
IIS

Rlv.rton
Pool
willin be
closed until
Oct
2, due to a
delay
obtaining
replacement parts for the heat exchange system. The Reiche Community Pool, 166
Brackett St, is open to the public. Adult
hours : Mon, Wed & Fri, 7-8 am; Tue &
Thu, 12-1 pm; Mon-Fri, 4 :30~ :30 pm.
Open swim : Tue & Thu , 3-4:30 pm;
Thu, 6-7:30. For more information, call
874-8456.
Open Gym for T ..... Portland Recreation announces the opening of its
evening teen programs at lucal gyms
and community centers. The falVwtnter
gym schedule is as follows: King Gym ,
Tue & Thu, 6-8 P'l!; Jack Gym , Tue &
Wed, 6-8 pm; Public Safety Gym, Fri,
6-8 pm. Community Center hours :
Reiche, Mon & Wed, 7:30-9 pm and
Tue & Thu, 6:15-7:30 pm; Riverton,
Mon, Wed & Fri, 6-9 pm ; Peaks Island,
Tue & Thu, 6-8 p!!1. Cost is 5O¢ each
visit. For more Information, call 8748793.

Light .nd Shadow Art Afterschool
program exploring the world of li\!ht
and shadow through drawing, painting
and Polaroid photography for kids ages
8 to 12 will be held Saturdays, 10:30
am-12:3O pm, through Nov 11 at the
Portland Museum of Art. Individual
classes are $10 for members, $12 for
non-members. Pre-registration is required. For more information, call 7756148.
Noodl. Doodl. Box Play about two
clowns and a drum maJorette who
comes between them Sep 30 at 10 am
and 2 pm; Oct t at 12:30 and 3 pm at
the Theater at Monmouth, Monmouth.
For reservations and information, call
933-9999 .

OUT
SIDE

CI_. to H _ Bicycling Day Trips
Slide show looking at half-day and allday tours in southern Maine Sep 28,
7:30 pm at the LL Bean Casco Street
Conference Center, Freeport Freeand
open to the public. For more information, call 865-4761 .
M.lne Outdoor Advent_ Club
Upcoming trips: Sep 30 Hike overnight
in the Zealand Notch area, meet at the
Gorham Shop 'n Save at 7 am, 8927250; Oct 1 Speckled Mountain Hike,
meet at Gorham Shop 'n Save at 8 :30
am, 772-1996; Oct3 Roller Blade, meet
at Westem Prom at 5:30 pm, 7992956; Oct 7 Mt Carrigain Hike, meet at
Gorham Shop 'n Save at 8 am, 7730476; Monthly meeting Oct 4, 7 pm at
155 Brackett, Portland. Slide show of
seakeyaking in Alaska and Norway,
774-1118 or 772-9831.

CLOCK

Chlld ... n'. Mus.um of M.lne is
looking for volunteers to show the
museum to the public and demonstrate
how the exhibits work. The job also
includes occasional office work. The
museum is looking for students ages
12 and up to work after school until
4:30 pm or adults anytime between
9 :30 am-4:30 pm. For more information, call the Center for Voluntary Action at 874-tOI5.

ifjlS MORNING, CINDY LVDERM'j,R, THE SNoB
OF THE WORI.D FROM NEn DooR. RANG
TfjE DOORMLL Ai-<D TI-IEN STooD
Tl1E
DRW,WAY WITf'\ HER lWO $NOB8':l FRIENDS
DORIS BE LI. AND MARy HURLE Y. MY GRANDW, TOLD CIND~5 DAD ro TELL CINDlj TO TAKE

IN

Tl\IS '(EM WE'RE liVING AT OvR GlUINDAAS
ITS A LONG STO{!.':l WHY, BUT ONE THING IT '
MEANS IS A NEW S( HOOL . SEI.ME~ JR. flI6fl
FOR ME, AND MILFORD ELEMENTAR~ FoR MY
SISfER. LAST NIG\H, I , ALMOSr WOKE UP
MAR~':lS ANI) SAID ' LEfS RVN AWA'j .·

:

Re.plt. C .... for Fo.t.r Chlld...n
People who can give one weekend a
month or some time during school
vacations are needed for respite care
of children in long-term foster care.
Experience with children is preferred.
All inqJiries are welcome. For more informati on , contact Casey Family Services at 772-4110.
Portl.nd Conc.rt A ••oelatlon
seeks volunteer concessions and box
office helpers for th e season which
includes performances by Dave
Brubeck, the Peking Acrobats and
Jean-Pierre Rampal. In exchange for
time, volunteers receive compitmentary tiCkets. Call the PCA at 772-8630
for more information.
Day One has several wooden stuffed
chairs in need of re-upholstering and is
looking for a volunteer to work on this
sho.rt-term project. The job can be done
at the volunteer's convenience. For
more information , cali the Center for
Voluntary Achon at 874-1015.
R.tlred Senior Volunt_r Progrem is looking for a volunteerto work
as a Product Development andlor
Marketing Consultant. The position can
be done by one person or shared by
two. The volunteers will assist in developin\! and coordinating a project to
provide work for Pineland and Barron
Center residents. The goal of the project is to publicize the ability of the
volunteers to contribute to their community and to give them meaningful
work. For more information, call the
Center for Voluntary Action at 8741015.

iHE.N ON THE WA Y THERf, MAR':j HVRLE~
STARTS SMO\<ING AN D.CINI)Y AND DoRIS rAKE

. DP-AC,S, THEN WHEN MIIfl.y SAiS To ME "WANT
A Dl<.AG?; CIN!l1j LVDERMijER SAI;lS "'sHE
\)OE~tn SMOKE ." AS \F SI1E \<NOWS MY.IJ££!
J\lSi BHAUSE MY Dt.D WOR\<S FO~ HE R MD
!X>cSN'T MEAN SHE CAN ~rAR.T (ONrRoLUIJ6
MY \.IFE. I'M SIU< OF PI?OPU; CONnOLLING
fM \"\FE'!

ME WITH HER ON
PITIFUL'

THE

FIRST OAY. AS IF I'M

__

Peopl.'. Regional Opportunity
Progrem distributes surplus food to
Cumberland County's elderly, handicapped and low-income citizen Sep
28. Residents who believe their household income may qualify them to receive surplus food are encouraged to
call PROP (874-1140) for eligibility
guidelines. Distribution Sap 28, 8 am6 pm, St Pius X Parish Hall, Ocean
Ave., Portland.
Younger WldowaIWldow.,. Support Group Men and women 50 years
of age and younger who have been
widowed within the last three years are
invited to attend a support group to
help and encourage each other through
the normal grief process. Eight meetings will be held in Yarmouth on Tuesday evenings beginning Sap 28. There
wil be a small donation, although no
one will be tumed away for inab~ity to
pay. For more information, call 8465285 or 846-9480.
The F.mlly CrI.l. Shelter holds
weekly women's suPJlO'1 groups in
Portland and BrunSWICk, offering mutual support and education for women
who are or have experienced violence
in their relationships. For meeti ng locations and times, call the FCS at 874I t97.
Dlvorc. Support Group Wednesdays 6:30-8 pm at the Kimball Health
Center, 33 Uncaln St, Saco. For more
information, call 282-7504.
MADD W_kly Victim Support
Group Survivors, their families and all
whose lives have been changed dramatically at the hands of a drunk driver
may share the emotional aftermath of
such a crime with others of the same
experience. The group meets Thursdays, 7 pm at the MADD office, 9
Deering St, Portland. For more information, call 773-MADD .
R ••olv. Support network for infertile
people sponsors workshops and support groups. For more information, call
774-4357 or 846-4379.
Portl.nd Co.lltlon for the Pay·
chl.trte.lly L.beled, a consumer
run self-help group for persons with
mental illness , holds peer support
groups every Tuesday and Wednesday aftemoon 1:30-2:15. The groups
take place at the Portland Coalition
offices at 142 High Street, Suite 501 ,
Portland. For more information , call
Cathie Long at 772-2208.
Dep.....lv. .nd M.nlc Dep .....
.Iv. Anonymou. Support and informatton group meets Mondays, 7 pm at
Woodfords Congregational Church,
202 Woodfords St, PorUand. For more
information, call 774-HELP.
Young F.the,. progr.m at the
Portland YMCA, 70 Forest Ave., offers
a support group for young fathers every
Monday at 6 pm. Educational groups
are held on the second Tuesday of
each month . For more information, call
Betsy at 874- 1111 ext. 221 .
Tranaupport is a non-profrt, non-sexual, social and educational peer support group for transsexuals ,
crossdressers, their families, friends
and people interested in gender issues. Meetings are held every other
Sunday at 6 pm. For more information,
call 854-3528 or write to Transupport,
P.O. Box 17622, Portland 04101.
The AIDS Project, 22 Monument
Square (fifth floor), Portland, lists many
support groups around Portland for
PWAs and the lovers, caregivers and
friends of PWAs. For more information,
call 774~877'
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roomma es
RESPONSIBLE individual ROOMMATE NEEDED FEMALE NON.SMOKER FEMALE ROOMMATE
sought to share sunny male or female , gay or to share sunny 2-bdrm wanted to share Pine Point
spacious West end apt Non- straight Share 2-bdrm apt in apartment in Deering area. apt with marsh views. $325
smoker, no pets. $300 per
Victorian Gorham home. $225 plus 1/2 utilities, plus 1/2 utilities, heat LONG ISLAND 2 or 3 bdrm
furnished apt. Available now
month & utilities. 761-7044. $275 plus phone costs . parking . 774-0084.
included . 20 yrs or older, through June. Close to store,
DEERING AREA Female Easy commute to all SEEKING
NEAT needed for 10-14 or shortly
roommate wanted. No pets,
Cumberland & York County professional MiF non-smoker after. Call 883- 1473, leave beach , ferry , easy commute
to Portland. $300 and $350
large sunny 2-bdrm with towns. 892-5356.
to share a very nice 2 bdrm message .
washer-dryer, parking , yard, PROFESSIONAL MlF 25 apt Mosdy furnished except PEAKS ISLAND female monthly plus utilities , no
$325 inc. all. 774-4440 eves. plus wanted to share large br. Near Maine Mad. $325 seeks 2 MiF to share large pets. 766-2497.
or 772- 1333 days.
house in N . Deering . plus security and 1/2 Victorian 4 bdrm house . LIVE ON THE BEACH 2bdrm furnished apartment in
HOUSEMATE for large Amenities include guest utilities .
Call,
leave Fireplace , garden , water
OOB near Pine Point. Clean ,
house at Crescent Beach. 7 bedroom, run of 7 other message, Peg 761 -9062.
views , washer-dryer. 5
ocean views , ideal for
miles from town. Mature rooms, efficient heat, ample MfF
ROOMMATE minutes to boat, $200 per
professional non-smoker . parking
convenient to wanted. Seeking responsible month . Oct 1 to June 1. 766- students . Avail. Sept.
through June, $390 per
$220 plus shared utilities , stores. $275 plus, 878-2312. person to share 2 bdrm 267t .
avail. Oct. 1. 767-3152.
IMPOSING ON friends? house located off Cottage MfF NON·SMOKER 30+ month includes utilities. 775WOO D FOR D S MI F to Maybe I can help. I'm looking Rd. in S. Pordand. One mile wanted to share very large 0909 eves.
share comfortable, sunny, 3- for a non-smoking female to from Willard Beach, parking , sunny 2 bdrm Park SI. apl. EASTERN PROM area
large
2-bdrm .'
bdrm Hartley St home. Neat, share a spacious West end storage, WID, woodstove, with writer. High ceilings, very
clean,
non-smoker apt. with lots of character, $400 per month includes books, harbor views, $325 apartments . Water-views
yard, parking. Avail . 10-1 :
preferred. $300 plus shared elk, storage space .... $275 utilities and cable. 767-4459 per month inludes utilities.
utilities, available now. Garry plus. 761-2599 . Please keep HELP! I need someone to Russ, 871 -71 t 4 days or lease, security, 772-4334.
ON YOUR WAY to the
773-2498.
trying .
share 2-bdrm Cumberland eves .
ROOMMATE wanted MlF SEEKING professional MlF Ave . apartment available LOOKING FOR gay top? You need this incredible
to share spacious 2-bdrm in to share spacious 2-bdrm . Oct. 1. $238 per month plus female to share sunny 3- apt. with incomparable views
S . Portland . Exposed condo in N. Deering. Quiet, 1/2 gas utilitities, deposit ' bdrm house on water in of Casco Bay! Beautifully
decorated, natural oldbeams, parking and deck. wooded, WID . Non-smoker, Can wait till 10-15. Such a BrunSWick .
2
rooms
fashioned woodwork, and
$337 per month heated plus no pets. $325 plus. 797- deall Chris or Ron, 775-7827 available with own entrance
fully carpeted. For a preview
1/2 utilities. Non-smoker and 6347, leave message.
or 772-7115.
wood heat, $275 per month'. cali 774-2012.
good attitude a plus. Chris I NEED A HOME ASAP FEMALE ROOMMATE to Must like animals. 729-8152.
773 5297
Are you a mature (30+) share large, sunny, 3-bdrm A GREAT APT. MlF non- SUBLET·IDEAL winter
FEMALE ROOMMATE woman, chern . and smoke- apartment near Osteopathic smoker wanted to share 2 sublet. Spacious and
wanted, non-smoker for free, who can provide a Hospital. Available mid-Oct bdrm Woodfords apt, Sunny, beautiful ground Roor 2 bdrm
spacious apartment with nurturing ,
supportive Non-smoker preferred. $202 walk-in closet, parking lots fumished apartment in West
water view on Eastem Prom . roommate-relationship for a per month plus 113 utilities. of extras . $325 plus' 1/2 End. Available Dec- May .
$775 plus heat, references.
$200 per month includes fragile, young (early 20's) girl 773-5282.
utilities plus security, must Leave message at 874heat Please call and leave just beginning recovery from NORTH ST. clean, like cats. 772-1711 eves.
message 774~519 .
a traumatic childhood? Need responsible, non-smoking 2 MATURE Non-smokers 6956.
ROOMMATE WANTED a Portland location . Please female wanted to share needed ASAP to share 4 WEST SIDE; Sunny, large,
3 bdrm apartment. 6 112
2 females and 1 male call 874-{)679.
sunny 2 bdrm with view of bdrm house with one cat and rooms on 2nd and 3rd floor of
seeking male or female for WANTED; Dependable city . $262.50, 112 utilities, two men. $200 per month
historic Cushman St private
spacious condo in N. Deering housemate
to
share deposit, no pets. Avail. 10-1 , plus 114 utilities . Quiet
home. Separate entrance ,
area of Portland. For more spacious Gorham home with 879-1998.
residential neighborhood
information call 797-6539 , couple. Sunny rooms , HOUSEMATE to share 3 near Highland Lake-Rte 302, hardwood floors, wellgas
heat,
leave message.
gourmet kitchen , parking, bdrm Freeport beachfront Westbrook. At edge of Insulated,
beautifully maintained. $690
QUIET WORKING male to amenities . $325 single, $450
home with 30's professional unspoiled forest, large plus utilities , avail. Nov 1.
share spacious 2-bdrm . near couple plus share heat , female
and
child .
761-1833
garden space, carpentry
hospital and USM. Wall-to- utilities . Humane, music- B
reathtaking view of Casco shop , oil hot air, woodstove , ROOM $65 WEEKLY
wall carpet, washer-dryer, loving , non-sexist, non - Bay , 40 min utes from
heat included . $260 per smoking environment 839- Portland . Female non - washer-dryer. Looking for Sunny apartment , own
chern-free
individual entrance , two windows,
month plus deposit, 112 8156. Ref., sec. dep.
smoker preferred . $500 per ·
d' H
Intereste In olistic growth. closet and storage, laundry
utilities. Cali after 9 pm. 761 - RESPONSIBLE
non- month includes utilities
and off-street parking.
7059 .
smoking male/female wanted furnished or unfurnished ' Fred, 854-4827.
Utilities included e xcept
I ADMIT IT· I have two to share private, beach front, 865-0621 .
WHO PLACES Person to
phone. Call Tony after 6,
dogs (poodles) and a furnished home in OOB . MfF ROOMMATE wanted Person ads in Casco Bay
housecat. We're all very Avail. 9-89 to 6-90 . $350 per for modern 3 bdrm apartment Weekl y? Ordinary people 774-7029 . Days 797- 8488,
friendly and looking for a month , utilities included. in N. Deering . $216 a month like you , who've discovered ask for Alice.
place to live within 112 hour 772-8519 after 5 pm .
plus 1/3 utilities and $175 it's one of the most sale,
LANDLORDS: list your
of Maine Mall. I am non- ROOMMATE wanted-Mlf deposit. Call 878-2790 . fun , easy ways for singles to
rentals with CBW. Phone
smoking
professional to share house with 2 males, We're hardly ever here so meet each other.
775-6601 . list 3, get 1 free!
female. Please call Margie 1 cat. Beautiful Cape E. keep trying .
799-5686 eves.
location near ocean. Room
ROOMMA TE
want e d , r;:::::::;,= = ===:--=:"7.=:-=:=.,-------,
has private bath . Must be
THIRD
ROOMMATE non-smoke r, res ponsi ble Portland, professional MIF to ~ C L A S S I F I E D .
home
with
"rlC'A'
CHARGE
needed for 3 bdrm apt. Oct and reasonably clean. $250 s har e
professional F, non-smoker,
II' I~/"I
• BY.
• ••
, . $188 plus 1/ 3 utili ties,
plus utilities, 10- 1. 767- off-street parking, WID, $300
PHONE
near USM campu s i n 4581.
plus 1/2 utilities. 774-8992
77~6601
Portland. 775-0158
eves .

CLASSIFIED POLICY
Class~ied

ads must be paid for in advance. We accept cash, personal checks,
money orders, VISA and MASTERCARD.
Consultlhe RATES in the coupon to determi~ the cost of your ad. FOUND ~ems are
listed free as a public service. DEADLINE for
aillypes of classified advertising is Monday
at 12:00 noon for the fol lowing Thursday's
edition . Ads received after lhe deadline will
be run starting With the next issue. CBW will
not print ads that seek to buy or sell sexual
services for money or goods, or ads w~h
purely sexual content. CBW will not print full
names, street addresses or phone numbers
in the PERSON TO PERSON section.
PERSON TO PERSON advertisers MUST either provide a Post OffICe Box number in
their ad or use the CBW BOX SERVICE (rate
infomnation in AD FORM). All information
pertaining to PERSON TO PERSON advertisers is kept strictly confidential. Casco Bay
Weekly reserves the right to categorize,
refuse or edit ads due to inappropriate con-.
tent, etc. CBW shall not be liable for errors of
omissions in, or a failure to insert, any advertisement for which it may be responsible,
beyond actual space occupied by the ad in
which error, omission or failure to insert occurred, Classified ads are not refundable.

~oupon

LIVE IN a charming antique
DARKROOM time and
space available in beautiful Cape on Peaks Island. 6
studio/darkroom . Fully working fireplaces, 4-bdrm,
equipped darkroom , intown new kitchen & bath .
location , outrageous views Beautifully restored, on 3/4
and cheap rent. $50 per acre, with some water views .
month gets you 1 full Just a two-minute walk to
aftemoon and night per week beach and tennis. By owner,
plus open time on weekends . $232,000. 766-2116.
BY MOTIVATED owner '
Call 772-3931 , ignore
machine and leave name and 19863 bdrm , 1.5 bath mobil~
home for sale. Have signed
number.
STUDIO
WORKSHOP on new home and must sell
15 x 20,220 wiring, $220 per fast. Some items negotiable.
month. Detached building . Please call Bob at 934-7457
leave message. $43 ,500 '
773-1151.
ARTIST STUDIO Merrill firm.
St East end. Great space in SELLING BY OWNER
00 Beach custom built
studio building, share with
painter. $187.50 per month home, excellent condition, 1
plus 112 utilities. 761-5831, ' acre wooded lot, best
leave message, available residential are . 5 minutes to
sandy beach, 3 bdrm, 1.5
now.
bath, very large living room ,
fireplace,
playroom,
screened porch, beautiful
landscape. $132,000 . Call
ARTISTS'
284-5297 mornings to 10:00
STUDIO SPACE am
or anytime eves.
At last a downtown historic
PEAKS ISLAND winter
building devoled to artistssculpturs, photographers rental, 3 bdrm. cottage, view,
and art related people at woodstove , quiet $500.
affordable rates of $135plus . Year Round rental: 3$275 per month for rooms
plus bdrm ., oil heat, close to
and suites (includes heat school and village. $650.
water and electricity).
plus . Ralph Ashmore Realty
Rooms feature views, tin
772-6992.
celitngs , plaster walls,
hardwood floors and
YOU NEED IT. A want-ad
painters sinks. Security
In Casco Bay Weekly can
oriented. Renting fast.
help you find it. 775-6601.
Join other Portland artists
at The Arti.t. Studios

STUDY PORTUGUESE
Academic instruction and
conversation , 12-week
900 sq.ft, session beginning Sept. 25.
Call 773-2322.
empty office space
POTTERY LESSONS
w/1? month lease_
Wheel throwing and hand
building, beginners and
Sublet to
advanced. Weekly classes
suitable tenant or
Include 4 hours instruction
consider other
additional practice time and
materials. Call Lisa at Studio
agreement for
132, 772-4334. References
equivalent value,
avail.
VOICE LESSONS in Jazz
878-2435 and popular music. Classical
leave message_
technique applied. Accoustic
guitar lessons in folk, jazz
and popular music. Learn
AVOID ·Sunday Classified pickin' and ryth em styles-call
Clutter·. Call the CBW Clas- Diana , 846-5712.
sified Hodine: 775~01.
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& soul

NEW BOOK STORE!!
Maybe Someday.... now
open on Munjoy Hill. Beyond
New Age - simply ageless.
Carefully selected, uplifting
books of all kinds. Chinese
temple bells, unusual cards,
T-shirts, 195 Congress st.
between Levinsky's and the
Whole Grocer. lOam to 6
pm. 773,,275
CHILDUGHT '
Holistic
well-being classes for
children nurtures inner
awareness and Holistic
growth through centering,
yoga, biorelaxation and
awareness activities, selfesteem activities, imagery
and
creative
arts
expression. Call Marilee
Musters at 646-2511.
DYNAMICS OF JOY!
the forces of Love, Eros, and
Sexuality
with
Pam
Chubbuck,
Certified
bioenergetic therapist and
Certified healing science
practitioner. An experiential
workshop in Core Energetics
- an exciting new approach
to integration. Unifies mind,
body, spirit, emotions.
Sepl.30 Ocl. 1, in Yarmouth.
Pam also does individual,
couples
and
group
psycotherapy. New Coreenergetics cfasses starting
soon. Call 846-0800 for
information.
HAVE FUN Have a psychic
party. Also private readings
and counseling. Past lives,
workshops,
teacher,
rebirthing. Call Audrey
Boucher 775-7135.
TRANSITION
TO
vegetarian eating style.
Whole foods cooking
classes, three sessions,
Oct. 9, 16,23, 100Noon, $45.
Call 774-8889.
HEAUNG the child within,
workshop lor Adult Children
oldysfunctional families.OcI.
7 or Nov. 4 in Portland. For a
flier or more 1nformation call
David Lee, Med.,LSAC.,
985-7655.
WOMEN WHO LIVE
apart Irom their childrengroup now lorming. Women
who do not live with their
children, whatever the
circumstances, often have
feelings of loss, pain, guilt,
anger, and isolation. Join a
sale, supprtive environment
with other women who
understand. We will meet in
Portland staring in early Oct.
Call Karolyn Rossein, M.A.
766-2809.

BODY
ORIENTED
psycotherapy
by
professional counselor /
polarity therapist. Sessions
include gentle and deep
• bodywork techniques,
counseling and holistic
education. Promotes deep
relaxation, energizing and
profound change. Deborah
Vallance, RN, MS ed. 7751230.
WANTED: 65 people to
lose up to 30 Ibs. in the next
30 days lor under $100.
Doctor recommended,
guaranteed. Call Mon-Fri. 10
am-l pm. 774-8784.
VOLUNTEERS WANTED
Personal care attendant with
strong back and good sense
01 humor.
Wholistic
environment, live in or oul.
773-"275
INTRODUCTION TO
Alchemical hypnotherapy. A
series 01 five guided journey
to introduce you to your
inner world.
Includes
meeting the inner child, the
inner guide. and the money
deva. Limited to 6, begins
Oct. 20, $60. Call Anurag at
926-3257.
IF YOU'RE NOT advertising in Casco Bay Weekly,
you're missing well over
20,000 entertainment-hungry
readers!
YOU NEED IT. A want-ad
in Casco Bay Weekly can
help you find it. 775-6601.

MYERS BRIGGS
TYPE INDICATOR

WORKSHOP
Led

by

C. WAITE MACLIN
M.DIV.
NOV. 4,1989
For more Information

call

REGISTERED NURSE
available lor home health
care. 13 years experience,
holistically
oriented.
Relerences available. 7751230.

773,1314 or write:
P.O. Box 1259
Portland
Maine 04104
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ACCUPRESSURE
classes for health and
relaxation with Cynthia
Guest,
certified
accupressurisl. Releasing
shoulder and neck tension,
Ocl. 17 or 26, or Nov. 2.
Releasing back tension,
Ocl. 5 or 19, or Nov. 7.
Releasing menstrual tension,
Oct. 24. Class cost is $20, 79 pm, Thompson Pt.,
Portland. Intuition classes:
Leam to use and trust your
intuition. Become familiar
with energy. aura healing.
Develope visualizing and
sensing abilities. Tue. eves.
7-9 pm, cost is $80. For more
to register call 774-1502.
Private sessions available.
ALEXANDER technique
provides a means whereby
we can relinqish habits which
interfere with our freedom.
Call Maria Jackson Parker,
Certified teacher, for
Portland appl. 729-0839.
HOMEOPATHY workshop
Sal. Ocl. 14, introductory,
Sun. Ocl. 15, advanced.
Presented by Larry Raffel,
RN, homeopathic practitioner
from Boston. Location:
Kennebunk, $40. For info call
Melvin Weiner of Therapeutic
Massage, 985-3452.

WENDY MOSER M. A.,
announces her relocation
from California. Monday
evening groups: pregnancy
as transformation, self-acceptance training. Sliding
scale. 767-3848. Private
sessions for individuals and
couples.
METAPHYSICAL Readings from a spiritual perspective offer insight and practical application regarding
your current energy field, life
lessons, past lives, personal
symbols and archtypes .
Tarot readings also available. Call Regina at7~241
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When was the last time you met
someone who blew you away?
Don't leave it to chance. Let us introduce you to
someone special. Selectively. Thoughtfully. Cheerfully.
Being single in Maine can
rrr: _ -n .• __ r
be fun again. Why wait ~"£e:fi.xlr/Ul.
any longer? call
.l/JUC,
The PersonallOuch.
31 ExchangeS! .. !'Mland. ME 04101

7731688
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SWM LEWISTON area WHISTLES The Rape Crilooking for attractive SWF sis Center has whistles
23-27, thin to medium who is
available lor $3. Great lor
done playing the field and
key chains - also come with
ready to establish a
breakaway neck chain . Prorelationship. Must like to
ceeds benefit the RCC 24work and do things together hour hotline for victims 01
and like kids. Photo please,
sexual assault. Call 774CBW Box 3B9.
3613 lor more information.
FOUND; dog with no legs,
NEED FURNITURE? Why
near campground. Tag says
not rent with option to buy.
Flully, owners name Del,
TVs, furniture and appliBEYOND HEDONISM zaftig (look it up)
He's the dog that bied to run ances from Rent-A-Set.
SWF, 31. Tired of boys, wants a man. Known
but couldn1. CBW Box 385.
729~7
for my laugh, I'm funny, irreverent, slraight·
DWM MID,40. Tall, ERNIE POOK'S Comeek
attractive, business owner, and Marlys fans, .... Lynda
talking, quite bright, well-travelled, interesting
enoys travel, sports,
and interested. Beach queen in any weather.
Barry has created at-shirt
dancing, quiet times, just for Marlys. Show your
No patience for cluelessness. Prefer honest,
seeking tall, very attractive, lriends where you went this
non-smoking, fun guy who likes to goon out
trim lady, a sensitive non- summer "visit Marlys' World
and is not looking for mom. CBW Box 400.
smoker who looks great in a and Universe + Galaxy'.
cocktail dress or jeans. Shirts are 100% cotton with
Mutual goals, fun, romance, black ink. In adult SM, MED,
lIyClUh... ~I_.nodln",.CIoocoBoyW"'dyporoonal.y...
and possibility 01 a serious
LG and XLG sizes. Send
oil 10 OUIom.. cally .. tarod In",. PERSONAlOFTHE WEE)( 00II_
relationship. There is lots check or money order for
101'110"_. we .... lodtlnglorod ..h. . . . "'ootI ... wlny ...dfun.
more, you won't be
$12.95 to: Greyfag, P.O. Box
_ _ _ _Wl_n...
_o_w_II_I_'-_VO_"'_al_'_ti_do_...
_ln_"'_._m_al_I._ _ _--' disappointed! Please show 99093-CB, Seattle, WA
L
confidence in yourself with 98199-0093. Get on our
SWM - Slim educated LOVELY LASCIVIOUS phone number and photo mailing list too ....
good-looking,' corporat~ Le~ian seeks same for no- with letter. CBW Box 396.
19 FT" SEBACO Suneralt
rising star. Haven1 got time strings lrolics. You are:
or desire for the singles bar tallish, slim. paSSionate, a SWF 24 will try anything inbdloutbd Volvo Penta. 4
scene. Don't get me wrong , I thinker, 20's to ~arly 30's. I twice. Needs an open- cyl, twin carb, solid boat,
like going out, but it's nicer am: worth wrltmg . to. (no minded he-man to expand needs minor work. $1000 firm
with a quiet romantic dinner smoke, drugs, or bisexuals, the boundaries of pleasure. Call 883-1473 between lOam
Please be willing to 'dress up' t08pm
and good conversation first. please) CBW Box 386.
Looking for a princess who YOUNG SWM seeks an and enjoy the sensuality 01 QUEEN SIZE waterbed
mirrored
headstill thinks there are Prince older, experienced woman. If rubber. Hurry, I'm waiting! with
board/bookcase. Six drawCharmings. Send note with you:re sensu~I,. open, and CBW Box 499.
ers in base. Complete with
phone number if you believe desl~e an exciling phYSical
heater, mattress, padded
in romance. CBW Box 365 relabonshlp, send a note and
frame. $350 or best oller.
RARE GEM 01 a lady phone number to CBW Box
846-9583
currently available for dining 387. All lellers handled
MACINTOSH SE with
but no whining. Major facets discreetly.
20MB internal drive. Includes
include an attractive POT OF COLD DM 40 or so VOLUNTEERS to share
hypercard, mouse, keypresence, smiling blue eyes, I'm .told. Theater, biking, uplifting activities with deboard. Brand new in box. Call
and creative mind. Salient walking, dancing. If all works lightful, holistically-oriented
871-8964 evenings.
SWF 45 non- well add on romancing. In our person with MS. Sing, read,
data '
WOODSTOVE - Jotul
smoking, Po~tland.based home in Saco too, we three play music, plant seedlings,
model 11 Benamel lorest
and Europe-bound (6.90). are close, how about you? go on outings, run errands, green, takes 2-ft. logs;
Prefer walking over jogging, Scorplo-Saglll~rI.US . say .s etc. 773-3275.
excellent heating capacity
cultural pursuits over sports, alot about what s inSide thiS PREE JOB inlormation and
books over TV, sell- handsome pol. CBW Box assistance. If you have and beautilul appearance.
$400. Call 773-8447.
.
discovery over small talk, 388.
epilepsy or a seizure disor- COMPUTER-Commodore
Alfredo over lenucini. CBW DWM 30 prolesslonal, der: Upgrade your job search
Box 360.
poetic, athletic, likes to techniques. Learn iI, when Amiga A-500, 1.5 MEG
internal plus 10tO external
STEVE' Your temporary laugh as well as talk about and how to tell an employer
drive, 2002 color monitor,
phone' number
was the more serious sides 01 about your seizures. Talk to
music & Digi·View software
accidentally erased from my lif~ .. Chem-lree seeks he- people who have been there.
included. $950. (1600 new)
answering machine. Please SPIrited woman, who stnves Find that 'break" you have 865-0949 eves ..
call again. Rick.
lor emotional, spiritual and been looking lor.. Do it now!
MOVING, Must sell,oftice
A nRACTIVE SWM 25, physical health. Send photo, Contact TAPS at (207) 772desk-5' x 2.5' with file drawer
5'10', 160, seeks SWF 22-30 leller. PO Box 7701, 7847, Pine Tree Epilepsy, & chair $275/both. Also
under 130 lor dating. I enjoy Portland, 04112.
Portland, ME
bedroom and living room
soul-searching, writing, rock CRESCENT BEACH sun AD AGENCY Part time furnishings. Call 871-7125.
music, nature walks. College worshlpp~r ~nd gree~ Portland ad agency needs DOCMAN SHIRTS Show
grad
but
financially Renault driver: I m the. guy In student for part-time courier the Court System and the
struggling. Non-smokers the tan Jeep. There might be and maintenance work. Must
please. CBW Box 371.
a few warm, sunny days left. have car. Flexible hours. Call Portland Police Department
how you feel about what they
SWF FORTY,NINE and Perhaps we can share them. 772-8948.
did to David 'The Dogman'
holding. I enjoy dining, CBW Box 390.
PHOTOGRAPHER seeks Kaplow. For you 'HANDS
dancing, Sunday drives and SWM
39
seeks woman models 18+ for photo OFF THE DOGMAN' photo TTV. I smoke and enjoy a lew passionate ~oman (21-50) to and video work.. Send shirt, send $12 (cash, check
cocktails now and then. share Ille s pleasures, photo , phone to PO Box or money order) to Dogman
Looking for someone who companionship,. rides in th~ 5341 Portland, 04101.
Shirt, P.O.B. 16047,
enjoys the same. CBW Box country and qUiet times. III PORTLAND PUBLIC Portland, ME 04101. Specily
372.
offer understanding and Library needs Health Arcade
size (MlUXL) and what
I AM A VERY ACTIVE tenderness. Phone? Photo? assistant. Help children and address you want your shirt
professional SWM with a PO Box 840, Brunswick, Me. adults learn about their mailed to.
myriad 01 interests. My 04011.
health. Part-time Thu . eves.
attributes are a good sense PREny, PETITE SWF and . Saturdays. Training
i
~ [JO
of humor athletic well- 30s, pompous enough to say provided. 871-1713.
•• ' . ~.!
educated '& travell~d and I like my life alot but would
good genes. This Capricom welcome sharing parts of it
~
!iI~Il!mIJii$••IifII"_
..IIfI,,IIi...
_IIfI.lliliII.WII6
is looking, ideally, for a wlth .nght SlDWM 28-42.Lots
S/DWF 25-35 who doesn't 01 friends but lately Arbltron
mind taking risks to discover TV ratings is the only one
what could turn into a leaving messages on my
Springs. 12 treble courses,
secure, honest and happy machine. WOUldn't object to MASSIVE apartment sale! 11 bass courses, Like new,
relationship. Photos would bright and/or educated 287 State st. (at Park Ave). rarely used. Includes stand
be nice but not necessary. articulate, warm, witty, trim, Household items, books, and carrying case.S375. Call
CBW Box 373.
adventurous (but not self- records, lurniture, groovy 926-3257.
LETS SOCIALIZE an d destructive) inventive man clothes, weird miscellany like CUSTOM BUILT electric
explore this excellent city. with greater than 78% intact old downtown lounge guitar. Chandler neck and
I'm a SWM, 32, with a wide sell· esteem and healthy posters, David Cedrone body , black with black
range 01 interests, an open curiosity and appreciation of original. Sat and Sun. 1O-J.
hardware. Floyd Rose,
mind and scintillating smile. I simpler and finer things in
Duncan Humbucker, and two
desire to meet a self- life. My interests lie in arts, HAVING A YARD IALE?
Instead of hand-lettered Dimarzios. $500. 772-0208.
assured, spirited, good- travels, nature, outdoor
signs on telephone poles, NEW FENDER STRATS
looking, 30ish Portland area sports (kayaking , canoeing,
advertise it in Casco Bay $299 . New bedrock tube
woman who takes having fun hiking, biking , skiing , etc) .
Weekly. You get up to 30 amps from $699 . Lee
seriously. CBW Box 380
Magic-marker self-portrait
words lor $5 - sell one old Jackson Metaltronix sale.
GOOD COOK, don1 mind welcome with letter and
toaster and the ad pays lor Huge Celestion speaker
housework either. SWM 29, phone. CBW Box 392.
sale! Friendly River Music,
itselll
612 Congress St. 879-0292.
175 Ibs, good looks, likes NOT PARTICULARLY
FAZER PIANOS from
dancing, cooking, drives in outstanding or unusual, I
Finland , Dampp-Chaser
country, walks on beach or am just a nice middle-aged
humidity control systems
just being with someone New England lady (47)
and qualified piano service
special. nme for someone seeking a nice man with
by
a
registered
new in my life. I seek SWF Maine sensibilities. No
LOST black and gray Maine tunerltechnician . Joseph 's
20·35
non-smoker, photo necessaary. Writing
coon cat. Has blue collar with Piano Service, 630 Forest
reasonable looks, around will disclose all. Respond
150 Ibs. lor nights out, CBW Box 359.1
bell answers to Bubba. Last Ave , Portland. Member,
dancing, staying home SWF 21 is looking for a see'n on Roussin SI. in Old Piano Technicians Guild.
watching TV. I'm game lor SWM 21-25 who's a fun, Orchard Beach. II lound 773-1779.
just
about anything: ambitious, outgoing kind 01 please call 934-0845.
Iriendship, romance and guy who especially loves the FOUND small grey and
maybe more. Reply to Fred, ocean and has a terrific white kitten, E. Prom area,
PO Box 372, Scarboro, sense of humor. CBW Box Sept. 18. Call Greg, 87404074. A picture would be 368
1188
nice. Cast lonely nights BLUE EYED BLONDE
away, call today.
Early 40's, new to Portland RESPONSES to advertisSWM 27 would like to meet area desires to meet man of ers using CBW Box Service
SWF 20-30 who is pleasandy similar age interested in
should be sent to : Casco
plump and good-natured and friendship. Send photo, letter Bay Weekly, CBW Box II~
loves children. Send photo with interests, will respond
187 Clark Street, Portland,
please, all letters answered. with same. CBW Box 370
Maine 04102. Your letter will
CBW Box 381.
BI M 35 into meeting
be lorwarded,unopened, to
potential dependable Iriend the boxholder within 48
who appreciates discretion. hoursl
CBWBox382.

nner
two free movie tickets
com liments of the Maine Mall Cinema!
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notices

FACIALS: Organic aloe
vera products. Face scrub,
mask, herbal steam, blackhead-whitehead, and excess
oil removal plus a loot massage. Enjoy a thoroughly
clean lace. Jorri at 773-0463
MAINELY
MAIDS
Domestic housecfeaning at
BARTENDERS!
Prolessional bartenders lor low rates. Very thorough,
all occasions. Will bartend in many, many, references.
your home for that special We're here to help. Call us
party. Birthdays, weddings, for a he estimate: Jeanine
Halloween, or Christmas. or Laurie. 892-2568.
Make your affair our affair.
Reasonable rates, call 883REMODELING By Vision
Crafters. Let us add the
change that can make your
house your home. Kitchens,
bathrooms, tile work, floor
inlays, repairs, additions.
Charles Fredricks, 773-0463.

AIRLINE TICKETS one
roundtrip, Portland to
Colorado Springs, Nov. 2128. Call eves, 846-05 t 2.
ROLLING
STONES
tickets. 4 tickets, 10-3 show,
best offer, call Ralph at 7975152 or 854-8347.
REFRIGERATOR
13
cubic ft. almond Keivinator, 9
years old, clean and in good
shape except for freezer
door problem, good second
or camp relrigerator. $50,
please cell 774-5910 days.
COMPUTER haven't you
been putting it off long
enough?
Complete
Commodore 64 system with
lots 01 systems and
everything you will need.
Also, 4 hours of instruction
to make you a computer
whiz. Retail $1200, your
price $699, call774-9512.
ROLLINC
STONES
tickets. 50 yard line, 3rd
level, sunny side. 2 pair
available, $120 per set. 8651041 days, 865-1807 eves.
ROLLING
STONES
tickets lor Ocl. 1, $75
apiece. 772-0731.
PAIR of bronze colored
double-channelled Irames,
34" x 28". $8 per I! new, $100
for pair or best offer. 7726440.
WEEKEND IN NYC for
two persons. Deluxe
package, 2 nights with
breakfast at Maniot Marquis.
Round trip flight from
Portland, value to $1200,
make offer. 773-7369.
ROLLING
STONES
tickets lor 10-3 show, 9th
row, good seats. Best
serious offer, 879-1886.
ROLLING
STONES
tickets for 10-3 show, 998·
2752 after 6 pm.
WATERBED KINC SIZE
soli sided, bookcase
headrest, with heater and
massage unit. Deluxe,
excellent shape, $650.
Maple chest 01 drawers, 6foot, full mirror over, $300.
767·3152.
STAINLESS STEEL sink,
single basin, $20 with
lixtures. 797·3443 alter 6

8099.

TIRED of working all day
and coming home and having
to clean the house? Let me
make your lile easier. Years
01 cleaning experience,
affordable rates, excellent
references. Call 879-7049.

• PROBLEM : Drinking
walei' supplies we
becoming cont!ll'1inated
• s)LUTION: MULn-

FtlRE 1M systems guaran·

teed to remove chlorine,
bacteria and chemicals
• OPPORTUNITY:
Part-time or Full-time

If you're Sick,
You Call The Doctor.
If your TV, VCR or
Microwave I. Stck •

.jj

772-6740

em THl

ft'"1';» DOCTOR OF
,

r\
,

ELECTROIIICS

1._ r

;,. 1f'

AT

)1amJ

HARVEY'S T.V.
803 Congress St. Portland

772·6467
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Order Now For A
2 Car Garage
On a cement slab
for A Tremendous
Price of

pm.
WISE P,C. ergonomically
designed, IBM compatible
desk-top computer. Dual
floppy disc, excellent
monitor, plenty of storage .
Top condition, asking $850,
799-8784.
LAWNMOWER
with
grassbag, $125 . Ladies
dress form size 12-16,
$75.Sewing cabinet, needs
work, all wood, $10. Wicker
double fan chair, $100 .
7735982 days, 871-9263
nights.
MAGNAVOX 19' color TV.
Excellent condition, $275 .
Call 934-0645, leave
message.
ROLLING
STONES
tickets, great seats , 10-3
show. Only 3 tickets leI!, call
879-7049. Best ofter.

DISTRIBUTORS
WANTED

$4,700
with this
coupon

I

Call today for
Free Estimate

The
Brendan Group
761,4070
1-80()'222-2565

for Carolyn

L. _Ask
______ _

FORD EXP 85 red, sporty, TRIUMPH SPITFIRE
5-speed, sunroof, 60.000 1977 convertible. Looks
miles, 2-seater. runs great. great. runs great. The car
AM-FM, cassette, new tires. has been taken care 01 and
well-maintained, inspected. is in excellent condition.
$2850. Suzanne, 775-0232. $2,450 or BRO. 729-8046
BMW CLASSIC coupe
CLASSIC CAR 1951 Lin1970 2800 C S . This rare old coin Cosmopolitan. Rare.
beauty runs and looks great. One owner. White walls .
Must be seen·bargain Power windows, seats. Baby
priced! 772-8539 or 766- blue with lots 01 chrome.
5543.
'Suicide' doors. Luxury car
1987 FORD ESCORT GL of another era. Collector'S
44, 5-spd, sunroOf, AM-FM, piece. In remarkably good
elec. side mirrors, security shape. Must sell. Best ofter.
lock (hood deadbolt, luel Call 775-0985. Leave name,
valve). 33000 miles, number on machine
excellent condition, $3900. 1973 DODCE VAN
Call Del 766-7497. or 776- TRUCK _ ran fine two years
5153.
ago. Aluminum body in exc.
1982 SUBARU sedan- gshape.
$650.
846red, 4-<1r, PW, PS, PB, AC, 62851772-2208.
some rust, 129,000 miles, CUBE VAN 1973. Alot is
$1000 or best offer. Must right with it, some things are
sell, 865-3433.
not. For more info call and
VOLVO 1965 122 2-dr, check it out. You can't go
nice condition, 2-litre, dual wrong with the price 01 $575.
carb, 4-spd, sport exhaust. It is a ten foot cube. 846$2500 or best offer. 637- 9583 evenings.
2384.
1979 VOLVO 242 DL
CHOICE 1984 Celebrity Runs great. AC and
SIW. Newly rebuilt engine, 98 overhead cam. Needs some
K, $2600. 82 Dodge 400 82 cosmetics . 774-6519
K, $1600. Both cars well- 1986 Spectrum good
maintained, good shape condition 4-door AlC blue
inside and oul. Make offers, cute, mu~t see. 35000 miles:
777-6904.
Call 767-0976, nights.
DESPERATELY seeking 1988 PONTIAC FIERO
purchaser for 1981 Kawasaki 4-<:y1. 5-speed, 11 ,600 miles,
GPZ 550. New tires, Bamett warranty included. $6500. or
chain, great running bike. best offer. Moving, must sell.
must sell! $800 or best offer. Call 892-6341 .
Fred, 846-3810 days, 443- 197!t CHEVY PICKUP
8760 after 8:30 pm.
V-8, 70 K, New Mexico truck,
1987 JEEP COMANCHE runs great, must sell soon.
4-cyl, 4-wheel drive sport $1500. or best offer, 774truck. Power steering. power 0092 or 775-7926 ask for
brakes, AM-FM, black, Erik.
moderate highway miles,
never
plowed,
good 1 !t.7S
PLYilOUTH
condition. Good deal at Valiant, I1 reat condiUon: 71 K,
$6000. Call 772-5304.
s~o.w tires, 8/90 inSp.,
1988 SUBARU, excellent minimum rust, AlC, auto,
condition, AM-FM cassette, $700.871-8280 .
sunroof, 38,000 miles. 1986 PONTIAC Grand
selling for $3600 far below Am, 5 speed, sun roof, 4
what you'd pay o~ a car lot. doors, 48 ,000, asking
Compare at $5000. 879-7037 $5000. 773-6320, feave
eves.
message or call after 6. Ask
1985 MAZDA RX-7 GS for Doug.
model. Immaculate finish. TOYOTA Pickup 1984
AC, PB, PS. Black with grey HI\1hway miles. .welf velour. A fun car to drive. maintained. Cap, shders,
Below book at $5975. 878- aluminum wheels,. $3500. or
2312.
best offer. 772-3258.
1979 CHEVY CAPRICE 1985 TOYOTA Corolla
Landau roof, 4-dr. AC . GTS. 5-spd, air, sunroof, fun
cruise. stereo, new tires, car. $4550 or best oller.
battery, alt. Good condition. 772-2919 or 773-8589.
with new sticker. $1000 or 1981 VW RABBIT 44,
best ofter. 775-6586.
• 99.800 miles, $800. Catl 76183 TOYOTA CAMRY LX 9450 after 6:30.
CC, AC, all power, AM-FM ~981 CHEVY Malibu, ~-6,
cassette/equalizer,
. 30 K and going strong. Just
excellent shape, high miles, In from N. Y. !,,~ds head
$2800 or best ofter 82 gasket, transmiSSIOn mount.
PQI1tiac Phoenix, 6-cy1: CC, ~3C~~~~-S:i2, ~. I
AM -FM, 77000 miles,
.
erce
excellent shape. $1000 or auto,. low mileage, excellent
best offer. TIITl, 879-7038 or condition, AMlFM and tape,
Good bras. Must sell. $2200.
770-3738
.
772-6440, leave message.

Chevy chase
We found these Chevies
(what's left of them) scattered
along Bruckner Boulevard in the
South Bronx. Of course the police
wouldn't help us identify them
without sufficientback-up. Which
brings us to you.
We'd like you to match the
model names with the bodies below. Then let's get ou t of here.

Can you solve the Real Puzzle?
Ifsotherecould bca$20giftcertificatefor A1berta'sin itfor you (first
prize). Or tickets for two aboard
the Longfellow Cruise Lines (second prize). Winners will be selected from among the correct
entries by random drawing. Contestants are ineligible to win more
thanoneprizeina four-week span,
and only one entry is allowed per
con testant.
All entries for this week's Real
Puzzle must be received by noon
Wednesday, Oct 4. The solution
to thls week's puzzle will appear
in the Oct. 12 issue of Casco Bay
Weekly. Send your best guess to:

Cavalier
Camaro
Corvette

_

Celebrity

_

Caprice

_

Corsica

The Real Puzzle .39
C.sco Ba, Weekly

1 tn Clark Street
Portland, ME 041 02

Beretta

-.

********************
BUY HERE - PAY HERE

Two Brothers II
Rt" 302, Westbrook
• Guaranteed Up To Six Months
• 0 % APR Available
Call Mr. Nest
856-0000

musIc

*******************

Lake Side
Carpet,

Cle~hiog
Fall Carpet
Cleaning Special

Guitar, Bass &
Vocal Lessons
865 Forest Ave.
761-8084
..111"",15' 11 5;.,1<5

~

(jUIT;\1\ lESSONS

Gil

t:1)..'~::'::l\lpC'IOns

Clean any S Rooms, any
size only $8..2..9S
Call Don, Toll Free at
. 1-800-312-1425
.
Serving the Greater Portland Area
and the Islands
Ask About
Cleaning Spedal

The Bodyshop
Specializing in
Collision Repair

Subaru, Honda,
Nissan, Toyota
1901 Forest Ave., Portland

797-3510

TAKE ADVANTAGE!
Our classilieds reach well
over 20,000 active readers
every weeki

1989 United Feature Syndicate.

,

Solution to Real Puzzle 1134

-

..... ... ,

Howland Islands (US) (0 48'N
176 38'w) in the Pacific

.....

':

Our navigation history buffs
flew theirbestguessontoour little

island on Clark Street. Joshua Fry
of PortIand gets to land on Alberta's for taking off with first
prize. JudithAhiefel.d ofYarmouth
will float upon the waters with
second prize.

Free towing when repairs are done here.

~h<o"t4
.soIolnc
SI,b,,,,II.'oiIXj

sorx;w~t1 rx;;
772-0208
JEFr \lJflD£Ef\l;£l\
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DISTRIBUTION
We are looking Cor someone to work 3-4
hours Wednesday afternoon/evening. You
should be flexible. we can be too!
Call 883-0155 Casco Bay Weekly

scale
II

1989 United Feature Syndicate.

-

Casco Bay Weekly and Just Black & White present

•

In

A competition seeking contemporary black and white
photography about modern life in Southern Maine.

CRITERIA
The judges will be looking for pictures that have
something to say. Technical quality is important, but
among equally excellent photographs the one with the
strongest message will be chosen. Pictures that depict
modem life in Southern Maine will do better than cliche
shots of sailboats, lighthouses, barns and such.
JUDGES
A panel of three judges will choose the winners. The
judges are: Bill Curtsinger, a Portland-based freelance
photographer and regular contributor to National
Geographic Magazine; Betsy Evans, founder of Portland's only photo gallery, the Evans Gallery on Pleasant
Street; and Rose Marasco, photographer and photo
instructor at University of Southern Maine. The decisions of the judges are fina\.
ELIGIBILITY
Anyone may enter except employees of Casco Bay
Weekly and Just Black & White. Professional photographers may enter "personal work" - work which has not
been made on assignment.
Photos entered may not have been published
elsewhere prior to this competition and photographers
must be able to grant one-time publication rights to
Casco Bay Weekly in order for their entry(s) to be
eligible.

DEADLINE
Entries must be at Just Black and White, 54 York St.,
by 5 p.m. Wednesday, November 1.
ENTRIES
Prints may be any size up to llx14" but must be
mounted on 11x14 mat board. No oversized, undersized,
or framed will be accepted.
There is no entry fee, but entrants must limit themselves to two entries. The entrants name, address and
phone number as well as the title of the work (if any)
must appear on the BACK of the mounting board. (Any
identification on the front of the board will disqualify
the entry.)
Photographs not selected may be picked up at Just
Black & White until the end of December, 1989. Although care will be taken with all entries, neither Casco
Bay Weekly or Just Black & White will be responsible for
loss or damage of any entry.
AWARDS
Three winners will be chosen. The winning photos
will be published in the November 22 issue of Casco Bay
Weekly and will be on display at Just Black & White
through the end of the year. Each winning photographer
will receive $50 in processing from Just Black & White
and $50 in cash.

JUS T

CoscoBov
""EEKLY

QUESTIONS? Call Just Black & White at 761·5861
DEADLINE: Wednesday, November 1.

